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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

PRINTED the First Edition of this

work in 1874 ; and now that my

friends have confumed the two hun-

dred copies that were ftruck off, I

have printed a few more with corrections and

improvements, bringing the Supplementary Chap-

ter into the body ofthe book.

'The proper ſtudy of Mankind is Man ; ' and

there feems to have been in 1874 a current in the

minds of Card-players leading them to think that,

as the word Ombre meant Man, it was not too

violent a change of Pope's words to fay, that

"The proper ftudy of mankind is OMBRE : ' for

not only was my book put into type, but three

other writers, apparently without any concert with

each other, and certainly without having ſeen
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thefe chapters, wrote articles in the public papers

recommending the game to their readers.

Two fuch appeared in the " Field " newſpaper

of December 20th and 27th of 1874 , contributed,

it is underſtood, by CAVENDISH,' the well-known

writer on Games.

Another writer gave an account of Trefillo (baſed

on books publiſhed in Madrid and Bogotá) in the

Weſtminſter Papers ' of October and November

of the fame
year.

Laftly, an interefting article, the contribution,

I believe, of a well-known writer on Whiſt, ap-

peared in Macmillan's Magazine ' of the first day

ofthe year 1875. His paper was entitled ' Pope's

Game of Ombre,' and in my Supplementary Chap-

ter printed in the fame year, I borrowed his idea,

and played out BELINDA'S Game ; fupplying any

details which Pope had omitted. I cannot flatter

myſelf that the card-playing world has been as

yet moved by my exhortations ; but this preſent

edition will give it a further chance of learning a

good game.

June, 1878.

HENRY H. GIBBS.



ERRATA.

Page 5, 1. 10, for "MANILLE," read " SEXTILLE.”

Page 45, 1. 6 , read, " He will pay 23 points to each Adverſary ; in all 46

Points."

Page 54,1 3 , read, “ before declaring to ' play ' or ' paſs. ' '

Page 54, 1. 4 to 6, delete " If he plays . . . . he muſt pay."

Page 54, l . 13 , add " But if the Ombre plays the hand with more or leſs

than nine cards, the hand is null if he wins ; but if he loſes, he muſt

pay. "

Page 55, 1. 3, for " leads, " read " plays."

Page 86 , 1. 21 , for " to do this last ,” read “ to take refuge in a Pueſta. ”

Page 109, 1. 7 to 8, read, " If he do not mention it before or whilft declaring

to ' play ' or ' paſs, ' he pays a ſimple Pueſta or Beſte ; but the hand is

not annulled.”

Page 109, 1. 9, for " plays his hand," read " declares to ' play.' "

Page 109, 1, 10 , delete " in it."

...Page 111 , 1. 2 to 3,for " if he lofe Puefta," read " if he loſe he

as in an ordinary game, and an additional Pueſta of the Pool."

pays





THE GAME OF OMBRE.

CHAPTER I.

THERE are fome games which have furvived the revolutions

of Empires, like the Pyramids ; but there are more which

have been as fhort-lived as modern Conftitutions. There

may be fome old perfons who ftill remember how Ombre

was played, and Tontine, and Lottery ; but is there any

one who has ever heard of Quintille, Piquemedrill,

the Beaſt, the Cuckoo, and the Comet?

SOUTHEY, The Doctor, p. 366. Edn. 1865.

•

Card playing is greatly out of mode : very likely there are not

fix ladies of faſhion in London who know the difference be-

tween Spadille and Manille.

W. M. THACKERAY, The Virginians, chap. xxiv.

T is much to be regretted in the in-

tereſt of all lovers of a good game of

cards, that Ombre, the delight ofour

forefathers and foremothers, the moſt

diverting and the moſt ſkilful ofgames, ſhould have

been almoſt forgotten in England ; though in Ger-

B
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many, in Spain its native country, and in South

America it ftill furvives and flouriſhes. This com-

plaint is however an old one, for the author of the

' Académie des Jeux ' (Paris, 1730) fays in his

' Avertiffement,' quoique ce Jeu foit aujourd'hui

negligé, il eft cependant fans contredit le plus beau et le

plusfçavant que nous ayons ; il aurafans doute quelque

jour un retour plus favorable lorsque le beau Sexe

ceffera de prendre le parti du Quadrille avec tant de

vivacité:' but Quadrille alſo has faded away, or

blooms only in ſome old-faſhioned nooks of Eng-

land ( I played it at Oxford in 1840 ), and Whiſt

reigns fupreme, attended at a humble diſtance by

Piquet and Ecarté. Yet good as Whiſt is , Ombre

is as good. It needs as much ſkill, and poffeffes

more variety ; and while Whiſt, a game for four,

muſt degenerate to ' Dumbie ' if only three players

are preſent, Ombre, a game for three, may yet

accommodate four by a fimple expedient, bring-

ing no injury to the game ; and can even be

played by two perfons only. See p. 78 .

Moft writers attribute its origin to Spain, and

the fact that its terms are moſtly borrowed or

corrupted from the Spanish language makes this
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almoſt certain. Barrington fays in his ' Archæo-

logia ' that Ombre was introduced into this coun-

try by Queen Catherine of Bragança. We know

that ſhe played the game ; for Waller wrote an

epigram " On a card that her Majefty tore at

Ombre.' This muſt have been about 1680.

In the next century it was ftill in full vogue,

and in the works of Steele and Addiſon, and others,

the humouriſts and playwrights of the time, there

is very frequent mention of it.

In later times it has diſappeared not only from

our drawing-rooms, but from our Books of Play.

Hoyle ignores its exiftence : Bohn in his Hand-

book of Games '-otherwife so complete-devotes

to Ombre only a very few lines, and a quotation

from Pope's moſt admirable deſcription of it in

the Rape of the Lock ; ' but as the game is really

worth reviving, I propoſe to write a ſhort treatiſe

on it, with a ſet of rules fufficiently complete to

enable any one to play it without further inftruc-

tion, though I muſt confeſs that to play it well

demands— as what game of ſkill does not ?-long

practice and cloſe attention.

Few people who read the word Ombre as the
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name ofa once popular game at cards know what

is the meaning of the word, or what is its applica-

tion to the game. It enters into the nomenclature

of the daughter-game of Quadrille, and a writer

in Macmillan's Magazine ' of December, 1861 ,

gives the true explanation of it. It is the Spaniſh

word Hombre, that is, man, and it ſhould be pro-

nounced as that is, Ŏm-brě.

6

"

The Compleat [Court] Gamefter ' ( 1739)

writes as follows- The game of Ombre owes its

invention to the Spaniards, and has in it a great

deal of the gravity peculiar to that nation. It is

called El Hombre, or the MAN. It was fo named

as requiring Thought and Reflection, which are

qualities peculiar to man ; or rather alluding to

HIM who undertakes to play the game againſt

the rest of the gamefters, and is called The

MAN.'

The literal and not the ſentimental explanation

is of courſe the true one.

The game is now played in Spain under the

name ofTrefillo, ' which has fuperfeded the earlier

1 Meaning a threeſome game. It is a diminutive of tres,

three ; and is pronounced Tre-fil '-yo.
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name of Rocambor, under which it is ftill known

in Spaniſh America, and which has alſo the fame

fignification as our word Rubber, that is to ſay, a

fet of games. The Court Gamefter ' fays it is

'an improvement of a game called Primero,' but

the likeneſs appears to have confifted leſs in the

rules of the game than in the names of the cards

and their ſequence, which peculiarities are ſhared

by many other games, ſuch as QUADRILLE, QUIN-

TILLE, PIQUEMEDRILLE, TREDRILLE, MANILLE,

and MEDIATOR, which are all variations of the

game of OMBRE ; and FRENCH RUFF, FIVE-

CARDS, and others, in which the cards have the

fame value, or nearly the fame value, as in

OMBRE.

In the fucceeding chapters I ſhall deſcribe the

Materials of the Game, the Mode of Play, the

Stakes, and the Terms of Art : I ſhall give a Code

of Rules, fome Hands and Games by way of fpe-

cimen and example, and finally I fhall play out

the particular game deſcribed in the Rape ofthe

Lock.'

I have myſelf found entertainment in the taſk,
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1

and I hope my readers may find fome intereft in

the refult. If it be fo, and they will acquire the

experience and uſe the genius which Seymour

recommends as the beſt aids to this game, Belinda

need no longer fear left ſhe ſhould dwell,

'In fome lone ifle , or diſtant northern land ;

Where the gilt chariot never marks the way,

Where none learn Ombre, none e'er tafte Bohea.'
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CHAPTER II.

CARDS AND COUNTERS.

To pafs our tedious hour away

We throw a merry main,

Or elfe at ſerious Ombre play.

LORD DORSET, 1665.

Lord T. Say you fo, madam ? have at you then.

Here! get the Ombre table and cards !

VANBRUGH and CIBBER, The Provok'd

Hufband, Act i. , Sc. 1. A.D. 1727.

HE weapons which are uſed in this

friendly fight are,

1. A pack of forty Cards,¹ having

no eights, nines, or tens among them .

2. A fmall Plate or faucer to hold the Pool.

I have ſhown Spaniſh Cards on the annexed Woodcut ; but

Engliſh Cards, as in the tail-piece, are of courfe equally appro-

priate. A friend fuggefts to me that the Spaniſh names in-

volve a political meaning. The Suits ftanding for the four
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3. A fet of Counters . And I may add (though

fuch an adjunct is of courſe not effential ) ,

4. One of thoſe three-fided Tables (ſuch as one

fees fometimes in old houſes) with pits in them

to hold the counters . One of them appears in the

Frontispiece, which is taken from Seymour's

'Compleat Gameſter,' 1734.

The COUNTERS fhould be of various ſhapes-

round, oblong, and long (or fiſh-ſhaped) , theſe

laft counting as one point each ; the oblong as five ;

and the round, ten ; but it is better, as the points

at ſtake are often many in number, to have rounds

of two fizes, the larger, which uſed to be called

CENTS, Counting as twenty, and the ſmall ones,

which uſed to be called MILLES, counting as

ten .

It is convenient to have counters of ſeveral

different colours, as yellow, red, green, and brown,

ſo that each player may have his own colour, and

may know clearly at the end of the game which

of them he has to redeem . Thus a regular

orders in the body politic . The Cup for the Church ; the

Sword for the State ; the Clubs for the Vulgar ; and the Coins

for the Men of Money.
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Ombre-box has four trays within it, each with

its feveral coloured counters ; one dozen apiece, let

us fay, ofthe twenties, tens, and fives, and a ſcore

of ones ; and in the middle the pool-diſh.

In default of counters thus varied in colour, it

is neceffary to give the fame number to each

player ; and at the end of the game, any one

finding himſelf deficient muſt buy of thoſe who

have more.

Even at low ſtakes one may lofe or gain enough

and more than enough to give intereſt to the game.

Mrs. GODOLPHIN, recording in her Diary (about

1675) the lofs of three pounds, fays, ' I will never

play this halfe year butt att 3 penny omber, and

then with one att halves.-I will not.- I doe not

vow, but I will not doe it.'1

A penny a fish will be found fufficiently high

play, and fome will prefer to play at the rate of

five fish a penny.

It is not always that theſe moderate ftakes find

favour ; and I have been told that in Lima, a player

who fat down to play in the palace expecting to

1 The Life of Mrs. Godolphin, by John Evelyn, p. 215,

printed in London in 1848.

C
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riſk a dollar or two, has often rifen from the table

a poorer and, perhaps, a wiſer man ; for General

CASTILLA, the Preſident, a great player at Rocam-

bor, never liked playing for lefs than an ounce

(£3 125.) a fish !

I will mention an anecdote about him which

will ſhow the hold this game can take on a true

lover of it.

A friend of mine was M. C. of a Ball given in

Lima, and the Prefident was there and fat down

to Ombre. In due time the gueſts went away,

but the Prefident and his three friends played on.

My friend, not liking to go, flept in the corner of

the room ; when he woke the fun was high, but

the gamefters were ftill at play. He left them in

deſpair, and returned again in the evening, and

there they were ftill . They played till two in the

following morning, having fupported nature with

beef-fteaks adminiſtered at intervals.

The order and value ofthe CARDS are as follows :

In the Red Suits, DIAMONDS and HEARTS,

called in Spaniſh Oros and Copas (Coins and Cups),

and ſo ſhown in the Spanish (and Italian) ' cards,

1 Called Danari and Coppe.
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ift, King.

2nd, Queen (Caballo ' in Spaniſh, i.e. Cavalier).

3rd, Knave (Sota ' in Spaniſh, i.e. Subaltern) .

4th, Ace.

5th, Deuce.

6th, Three.

7th, Four.

8th, Five.

9th, Six.

10th , Seven ,

the ſmalleſt number of pips (in the plain cards)

being of moſt value, and the Ace being inferior

to the Coat (or Court) cards.

In the Black Suits, SPADES and CLUBS, called

Efpadas³ and Baftos * (Swords and (very ſubſtantial)

Clubs), and fo depicted in the Spaniſh and Italian

pack of cards.

The firft is the Ace.

2nd, King.

1 Pronounced Că-băl'-yo. 2 Pronounced Sō'-ta.

3 Pronounced Ef-pah'-das. Hence our word Spade uſed in

this fenfe. The figure on Engliſh cards is a pike-head. Fr.

pique.

4 Pronounced Baf'-tos. * Called Spade and Baſtoni.

5
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3rd, Queen (Caballo, i.e. Cavalier).

4th, Knave (Sota, i.e. Subaltern) .

5th, Seven.

6th, Six .

7th, Five.

8th, Four.

9th, Three.

10th, Two, or Deuce,

the Sequence being the fame as in Whiſt.

The Spaniards call this, both in the Black and

Red Suits, the Natural Order of the Cards ; and

they impreſs it on one's memory by the verſe

Oros y Copas las mas pocas ;

meaning

Efpadas y Baftos las mas altas ;

In Diamonds and Hearts the ſmalleſt,

In Spades and Clubs the higheſt ' [are the beſt].

The Order of the Cards in Trumps is different.

The Ace of Spades, called SPADILLE (Efpada '

or Efpadilla in Spanish) , is the Firſt Honour in all

Suits, and takes rank as a Trump always, even

though another Suit be Trumps.

The Ace of Clubs, called BASTO¹ both in

I See the woodcut facing page 7 forthe Spaniſh repreſentation

of theſe cards, as well as of the Puntos mentioned in the next

page.
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Engliſh and Spaniſh, is the Third Honour in all

Suits, and ranks as a Trump always, even though

another Suit be Trumps .

As foon as the Trump is declared, the following

change takes place in the reſpective value of the

cards of the Suit to which it belongs .

Firſt, in all Suits, when Trumps , the loweſt

card takes rank as Second Honour, and of courſe

ſecond in value as Trump. It is called MANILLE. '

That is to fay, in Diamonds and Hearts, the

SEVEN, and in Spades and Clubs the DEUCE, is

fecond Trump.

Secondly, in Diamonds and Hearts, when

Trumps, the Ace takes rank before the King,

and becomes the Fourth Honour in rank . It is

called PUNTO ' in Spaniſh and Engliſh .

2 3

The three Superior Trumps (Spadille, Manille,

and Baſto) are called MATADORES (Slayers, in

Spaniſh, Matadores or Mates) , and when united

1 Manille is in Spaniſh Malilla (pronounced Mă-lĭl'-ya),

perhaps a diminutive of Mala, bad ; i. e. the little bad one.

2 Pronounced Poon' -to .

3 Quadrille-players fometimes call it, corruptly, Ponto ; and

an ingenious correſpondent of ' Notes and Queries ' ( 1871 ) ſug-

geſts that as the Matadores point to the Bull-fight, Eſpada was

the Sword, Bafto the Club, and Punto the DOG !! PUNTO is

4
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in the fame hand they may be called Honours

(Eftuches, in Spaniſh), and carry with them the

next in fequence, entitling the holder to be paid

for them all alike as Honours.

The inferior Trumps, if held in fequence with

Spadille, Manille, and Bafto, are alſo fometimes

called Matadores , or Falfe Matadores.

The order of the cards, then, in the feveral

Suits when Trumps is as follows :-

In DIAMONDS and HEARTS,

ift, Spadille (Ace of Spades).

Matadores. 2nd, Manille (the Seven) .

3rd, Baſto (Ace of Clubs) .

4th, Punto (Ace) .

5th, King.

6th, Queen.

7th, Knave.

8th, Deuce.

9th, Three.

of courſe, the ſingle point or Ace ; but it is not improbable

that our old friend Ponto, the Spaniſh pointer, got his name

from one ofthe beſt cards in their favourite game. The fame

contributor, mifled by the French, imagined the Ombre to

be a Shadow. I have prefented him here in his proper fub-

ſtance.
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10th, Four.

11th, Five.

12th, Six.

In SPADES and CLUBS,

ift, Spadille (the Ace of Spades) .

Matadores. 2nd, Manille (the Deuce).

3rd, Baſto (the Ace of Clubs).

4th, King.

5th, Queen.

6th, Knave.

7th, Seven.

8th, Six.

9th, Five.

10th, Four.

11th, Three.

Thus, then, as Diamonds and Hearts borrow

each two Trumps for the other Suits , while Clubs

and Spades borrow but one, each from the other,

the Black Suits have but eleven Trumps, and the

Red twelve ; and they are called Short Suits (palos

cortos), and Long Suits (palos largos), reſpectively.

Of the worth of the Honours or Matadores, I

ſhall ſpeak afterwards. Their peculiar privilege

is, that, though Trumps, they need not be played
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fo as to follow fuit when Trumps are led, unlefs,

indeed , it be a ſuperior Trump which is led , i.e.

they cannot be forced by an inferior Trump. For

example, Manille when led will neceffarily force

Baſto if the latter be the other player's only

Trump, but will not force Spadille in like cafe.

Be it underſtood, however, that the fuperior

Matador must be led in order to force an inferior

one: fo that if the eldeft hand leads King of

Trumps, and the fecond hand takes it with

Spadille , Bafto, in the third hand, is not thereby

forced.

So much for the relative value of the cards.



I

CHAPTER III.

COURSE OF THE GAME.

Two Matadores are out againſt my game,

Yet ftill I play, and ftill my luck's the fame ;

Unconquer'd in three fuits it does remain,

Whereas I only afk in one to gain.

Yet fhe, ſtill contradicting, gifts imparts,

And gives ſucceſs in every fuit but Hearts.

M. PRIOR, On Playing at Ombre with

Two Ladies. c. 1700.

I can only fay that by theſe Directions any perfon can learn

to play, but I cannot promiſe them that they fhall play well,

for that muft depend upon genius and experience.

R. SEYMOUR, Compleat Gamefter, p. 69. A.D. 1734.

HE players are generally three in num-

ber, but a fourth may play. When

this is the cafe, the Dealer (whom the

Spaniards then call the Drone, Zángano,

or, more politely, the Judge, Alcalde) holds no

cards himſelf, and though he receives or pays

D
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exactly as the others do, ' his only office is to deal,

and to fee that there is no miſtake in the cards

dealt ; for which purpoſe he ſhould count the

STOCK (Monte ) after dealing, ſo as to aſſure him-

felf that it contains the full tale of thirteen, or at

once to diſcover any error. The deals are in this

game very rapid, fo that his period of office has

no time to grow dull.

The courſe ofthe cards, in dealing and in play,

is the reverſe of that in Whift ; being from right

to left.

If there is but one lady playing, it is her place

to deal ; if but one gentleman, it is his : but if

three gentlemen are playing, or three ladies, the

cards are to be dealt round, one by one, and the

firſt King deals.

The Dealer has the right to fhuffle the cards

after the other players.

1 This is according as may be agreed before the game

begins, and it muſt then be ſettled whether the vole be 40

points inſtead of 30. See p. 39.

2 This word, pronounced Mon'-tě, means literally a moun-

tain or hill, and has the above fignification perhaps from being

a Monte de Piedad, a charitable eſtabliſhment for the fuccour

of the needy.
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His left-hand player then cuts to him, lifting,

and alſo leaving, at the leaſt three cards.

The Dealer then , fetting the pool-diſh at his

right hand, places in it five points, and deals

nine cards to each player, beginning with the

one at his right hand, and dealing them three

by three.

The remaining thirteen cards he places before

him near the middle of the table, taking care not

to face or ſhow any of them. They are called

the STOCK.

The players then, having forted their cards, the

one at the right hand of the Dealer, who is the

eldeſt hand (Mano), has to fay either ' I play'¹

( Juego ) or ' I pafs ' ( ' paſo '), according as his

hand ſhows, or not, a probability of his winning

fufficient tricks to give him the game.

If he ſays ' I paſs,' it becomes the choice of the

Second Hand ; and if he alſo paſſes, then of the

Third ; and if they all paſs, the Deal is finiſhed,

·

1 Inftead of ' I play,' the player who wiſhed to ſtand the

game uſed to ſay Do you give me leave ? ' and the others,

unleſs either was prepared to play Solo, faid ' Pafs.'-Seymour.

2 Pronounced Hwa'-go.
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No. 3 may outbid both, claiming to play

Solo.

And No. I may refume his right by alfo offering

to play Solo.

In the SIMPLE GAME the Ombre proceeds as

follows :-

'Let Spades be trumps ! fhe cries, and trumps they were.'

He declares which fuit fhall be trumps, making

his felection, of courfe, according to the capa-

bilities of his own hand, and the other players

fort their hands anew, following the altered fe-

quence which the chofen fuit takes on being

raiſed to the dignity of trumps.

The Ombre then difcards from his own hand

fuch of his cards as he defires to reject, keeping

only the trumps and perhaps the Kings, or at moſt

a protected Queen (Caballo montado), that is to

fay, a Queen with another of the fame fuit to

to the King ; and having placed his difcard on

pool-diſh and left his remaining cards on the tabl

before him, he takes from the top of the Stock

a number equal to his difcard, and adds them to

6
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the Man of the moment-the Champion who

'ftands the game.' Ifhe ' paffes,' the Second and

Third have, as I have ſaid above, each in his turn,

the opportunity of becoming the Ombre by peace-

able fucceffion ; but even if he has claimed to

play, and the Second player ſhould think his own

hand good enough for the undertaking, he may

outbid the Eldeſt Hand, and take his place by

ufurpation, faying inftead of Good,' the word

' Better ' ('Mejor,' ' in Spaniſh, or ' Mas,' or ' Juego

Mas ') , but he in this caſe compromiſes himſelf

to play a more advanced game, i.e. VOLTERETA,

or SOLO, to be defcribed hereafter. See alfo

• FAVOR,' on p. 45 .

If the Second Hand propofe to play Voltereta,

he may be in his turn outbidden by the youngeſt

hand, who, however, muſt in that cafe play Solo ;

and an elder hand may always again outbid a

younger by electing to play the game as declared

by the latter.

Thus No. I may ſay ' I play.'

No. 2 may ſay ' Better ; Voltereta. '

1 Pronounced Ma-hor'.
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No. 3 may outbid both, claiming to play

Solo.

And No. I may refume his right by alſo offering

to play Solo.

In the SIMPLE GAME the Ombre proceeds as

follows :-

'Let Spades be trumps ! fhe cries, and trumps they were.'

He declares which fuit ſhall be trumps, making

his felection, of courſe, according to the capa-

bilities of his own hand, and the other players

fort their hands anew, following the altered fe-

quence which the choſen ſuit takes on being

raiſed to the dignity of trumps.

The Ombre then difcards from his own hand

fuch of his cards as he defires to reject, keeping

only the trumps and perhaps the Kings, or at moſt

a protected Queen (Caballo montado), that is to

ſay, a Queen with another of the fame fuit to fall

to the King ; and having placed his difcard on the

pool-diſh and left his remaining cards on the table

before him, he takes from the top of the ' Stock '

a number equal to his difcard, and adds them to
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his hand. The cards fo taken are called his

Rentrée.'

In this game, every player takes and keeps his

own tricks, and, like Hal of the Wynd, ' fights

for his own hand,' but at this ftage of it, the

ſecond and third player find themſelves allied

againſt the Ombre, with the view of preventing

him from getting an abfolute majority of the nine

tricks, or even a greater number than the moſt

fucceſsful of themſelves : but they are not fuch

cloſe friends as not each to endeavour to prevent

the other from feizing for himſelf that pofition

from which it is their common end to exclude

the Ombre, and which each defires to make his

own, to the exclufion of either of the others.

The aim of the Ombre (fuppofing him not to

attempt theVOLE) is to get Five tricks, which are

the abfolute majority, or failing that, to get Four,

which, if he fo judiciouſly divide the other five

among his adverfaries as to give three to one

and two to the other, will ftill give him the

victory.

1 In Spaniſh Robo (pronounced Rō'-bo) : that is to ſay, the

cards ofwhich one robs the Monte.
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NOTE. The great art in the game is judiciouſly

to diſtribute among your adverfaries the tricks

which you cannot yourſelf win.

The aim of the adverfaries is to make ſure that

the Ombre does not attain his aim ; or, if they

prevent him from getting five, but fail to prevent

him from getting four tricks, then that one or the

other of the two get four alfo ; each having of

courſe always an eye to the chance of getting five

for himſelf; or at the leaft a dominant four.

If one of the adverſaries perceives that his hand

is weak, and that for himſelf winning is out of

the queſtion, and the making three tricks a doubt-

ful matter, he will endeavour to make one trick

only, and thus hold the balance between his friend

and the Ombre ; playing into the hand of one or

the other, fo as to divide the remaining tricks

equally between them ; and avoiding the making

a fecond trick for himſelf, left he ſhould by fo

doing make it fure that either the Ombre ſhould

win and he himſelf lofe, or that his friend ſhould

win, and the pool not be increaſed for next game,

as it would be by an equal divifion of tricks.

NOTE. He is the ally of his friend till the
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Ombre is diſabled from winning ; but his

opponent, and even the ally of the Om-

bre, if his friend's game is becoming too

good.

He would like beſt himſelf to beat the Ombre.

Failing that, he would wish the game to be

drawn.

Failing that, he would wiſh his friend to beat

the Ombre ; but

What he leaft defires is that the Ombre ſhould

win.

To return to the Diſcard, p. 22.

The Ombre having completed his own Diſcard,

his right-hand adverſary ſettles with his friend

which ſhall have the first choice of the remaining

cards of the Stock, either diſcarding at once him-

felf (as is his right) if he be fo minded, or by

fome fign implying that he yields to his com-

panion ; and this he will gladly do if his own

hand be fuch as not to promiſe him at leaſt two

or even three tricks certain ; for by ſo doing he

will give his companion more chance of beating

the common enemy.

Or he may have a very good hand, and need to

E
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diſcard but few, and may not wish to draw atten-

tion to it.

Whichever, then, firſt diſcards, throws out and

exchanges as many cards as he pleaſes (to the ex-

tent, ofcourſe, of the number left by the Ombre) ;

and the other takes of thoſe that remain as many

or as few as feems good to him, taking none at all

if he likes.¹

After this beginning, the courſe of play is the

fame in Ombre as in Whift, the eldeſt hand

leading, and the others (beginning with the

right-hand player) following fuit, or, if unable,

either trumping, or throwing away a worthleſs

card.

If either of the adverfaries win the game, he is

faid to give CODILLE² to the Ombre.

If neither of the adverfaries win more tricks

¹ Ifany remain in the Stock he may ſee them if he chooſes ;

but if he ſees them ſo muſt the other players alſo.

2

Codillo, in Spaniſh (pronounced Cō-dil'-yo) means, primarily,

the arm from the fhoulder to the elbow (codo) ; ſecondly, in

builder's language, a corner of a building ; and laftly, from the

ſenſe in the text (which may be that one has driven the Ombre

into a corner, or elfe that he has a blow from his adverſary's

arm), an artifice to get what one wants.
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than the Ombre, but he does not get a majority

of tricks, he is faid in Spaniſh to lofe a Puefta :'

in French it is called a Remiſe ( Riſpoſte or Repueſte),

and the Ombre is faid to make la Bête (Befte). In

Engliſh he makes a BESTE, or is BESTED."

Theſe fame names, Puefta, Befte, &c. , are uſed

as well for the fine which the Ombre pays when

he is Beſted, as for other fines inflicted for various

miſdemeanours in the game.

If the Ombre is ſucceſsful, the Spaniards call it

a Sacada, meaning a thing carried off ; from

Sacar, to take out.

The following is a table of the nine tricks as

they may be diſtributed in either of theſe three

cafes :

1 Pronounced Pwéff-tă. The word is difficult to explain : it

means perhaps that which is placed on the table, the Stake.

Puefto is the participle of Poner, to place or fet.

? The older books adopt and tranſlate the French word, and

call this refult of the game (and the penalty) a BEASTE, or

being BEASTED. Quadrille-players call it a Baſte or being

Bafted, not from any idea connected with Basto, or being

beaten, but by corruption from the word Beafte . The word

in the text ſeems a convenient compromiſe, unleſs Pueſta is

adopted.

3 Pronounced Să-cah' -da.
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Ombre

4 tricks

CODILLE.

First Adverſary Second Adverfary

5 tricks o tricks

4 5

3 5
I

3 4
2

3

3

2
2
0

3

3 4

5 4

5

2

I

4

4

5

4

In theſe ten games one of the Adverſaries has a

majority, having won either five tricks or

dominant four, and defeats the Ombre.

PUESTA.

Ombre

4 tricks

Firft Adverſary Second Adverſary

4 trick
s

I tricks

4
I

4

3 3 3

I
4 4
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In theſe four games no one has a majority, and

the Ombre having challenged to win the greateſt

number of tricks, and having failed in doing fo,

lofes the game and is beſted.

SACADA.

First Adverſary Second Adverfary

4 tricks

3

o tricks

I

2

Ombre

5 trick
s

5

5
2

5
'I

3

4 3
2

4 3
2

In theſe fix games, where the Ombre has won

either five tricks or a dominant four, he clearly

wins.



CHAPTER IV.

LOSS AND GAIN. EXTRAS.

. . fometimes winning a great ſtake, laying down a volefans

prendre, may come up to the profitable pleaſure you were

ſpeaking of.

VANBRUGH and CIBBER, The Provok'd Hufband,

A& V., Sc. 3. A.D. 1727.

P. Henry. What didft thou lofe, Jack ?

SHAKESPEARE, I. K. Henry IV. , A& iii. ,
Sc.

3.

UPPOSING then the Simple Game

played through correctly, what are

the Payments, and how are they to

be made ?

I. When the Ombre wins, i.e. in the Sacada,

he takes the contents of the Pool, and five fish

from each player ; befides the additional payments

for Honours, Primeras, or the Vole, to be ſpecified

hereafter.
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Thus, in the first hand of the Game, there

being five fish in the Pool, that, with five from

each player, makes a total of 15. But the gain

will often be much larger in fubfequent deals

when the Pool has increaſed.

II . When the Ombre is Befted- or loſes a

Puefta as they fay in Spain-he places in the Pool

an amount equal to what it contains, and five fiſh

more for each player, including himſelf. That

is to fay, fuppofing it to be the firſt hand of the

game, he will place 20 fiſh in the Pool ; and in

any cafe his lofs will be five more than he would

have gained by a Sacada, and he will of courſe

pay
the extras, if any, to his antagoniſts.

2

III. When the Ombre lofes Codille, his lofs is

the fame as ifhe had been Beſted , but the difference

is that he pays it not to the Pool (where it would

lie as common property until he or another wins

it) , but to him who gave him Codille.

1 When there are four players, and it is arranged that the

Dealer ſhould pay and receive, the total will be 20.

2 Or 25 if there are four players, and the Dealer pays.
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OF SURRENDER AND Defence.¹

Now if, before the firft card of the fourth trick

ſhall have been played, the Ombre finds that from

any cauſe his calculations were erroneous, and

that inſtead of winning the game he will be

engulfed in ' the jaws of ruin and codille,' he

may propoſe to throw up his hand, faying, ' I

furrender." If none forbid him, he is Beſted

and pays the Pool accordingly, paying no other

points, unleſs it be for Voltereta ; and the other

players have to ſhow their hands, ſo that he may

fee that there has been no Revoke.

2

But if there be Defence, that is to ſay, if either

ofhis adverſaries undertake to forbid the Surrender,

1 I have uſed this word, though it is fcarcely good Engliſh

in this ſenſe, from the Spaniſh defenfa, which, like the French

défenfe, means prohibition .

(

2 The Spaniard ſometimes aſks Who forbids ? ' (Quien la

defiende?) inſtead of ſaying that he ſurrenders.

3 Surrender was formerly not allowed in French and Engliſh

play ; but when, as now, it is accompanied with the poffibility

of being forbidden, it brings a new combination into the game,

and is a great improvement.

No furrender is permitted when the game is Solo, and no

defence when it is Voltereta.
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he (the Ombre) muft depoſit his Pueſta apart to

await the reſult of the play ; and the Defender

has to fight out the game againſt the other two

players, as if he had himſelf been originally the

Ombre, engaging alfo to give Codille to the

Ombre.

If he fucceeds in doing fo, by winning the

majority of tricks, the Surrender is barred and

takes no effect ; and the Ombre pays the uſual

points for Codille, and the Extras, if
any, as ifhe

had not propoſed to ſurrender, and takes back the

Pueſta which he had depofited ; ' the Pool re-

maining intact.

But if Codille be given to the Defender, he

pays the points to the player who gives it him ;

the Ombre, whether winner or not, paying his

own Befte to the Pool, and the Extras, if any, to

his opponents.

If the Defender is beſted, there are of courſe

-two Beſtes to be paid-or reſerved, as the caſe

¹ In other words, he pays the Puefta to the Defender ; the

points for Puefta and Codille being the fame. For the fame

reaſon, if it be the Ombre who gives Codille to the Defender,

the reſult is that the latter pays the Puefta in lieu of the

former.

F
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may be (of which preſently)-one by himſelf,

and one by the Ombre ; and thefe are called Twins,

and are always played for together.

OF THE RESERVED PUESTA.

A Befte, or Puefta, is reſerved ' when to avoid

increaſing the Pool, and fo making the ſtake too

high, he who has loft it puts it not into the Pool,

but apart ; and this may occur feveral times, and

the Pool having been once won, the ſeveral Beſtes

are then fucceffively placed in it and played for, in

their order, not of time but of magnitude, the

largeſt firſt.

It is uſual to determine at the beginning of the

game how large the Pool ſhall be fuffered to grow

before the Pueftas are reſerved ; but in caſe of no

previous agreement, the reſervation is at the option

ofthe lofer of the Puefta.

Suppofing it to be 100 points, the firſt reſerved

Beſte would be 115 ; and, inaſmuch as the Dealer

of the next game would put five points into the

Pool, the fecond referved Befte would be 120,

and ſo on ; but, when a reſerved Beſte is played
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for, it is fometimes agreed that, to avoid overload-

ing the ſtake, the ufual five points fhall not be

paid ; and it is always the Rule that the uſual five

points for each player are neither paid nor received

by the Ombre.

Twin Pueftas are never referved, unleſs the

Puefta in the Pool be itſelf a reſerved one, in

which caſe they alſo ſhould be ſo treated .

OF THE EXTRAS.

The Extras, called by the Spaniards Condiciones,

Calidades, Dulces, or Confites, are the following ;

PRIMERAS, HONOURS, VOLTERETA, SOLO, and the

VOLE.

PRIMERAS.¹ If the Ombre win the firſt five

tricks before either of the adverfaries has won one,

he receives from each one point additional, that

is, fix points inſtead of five.

2

HONOURS (Estuches in Spaniſh) . The Ombre

is entitled to one additional point from each player

for each of the three principal Matadores, if he

win the game having them all in his hand, or

1 Pronounced Pre-mar'-ǎs. 2 Pronounced Ef-too -chěs.
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having none ofthem ; and if he have any trumps

in his hand which follow thefe Matadores in

fequence, he receives from each player one each

for as many as he has. Thus if he had Spadille,

Manille, Bafto, Punto, King, in Hearts as trumps,

he would receive five points from each player for

Honours.

But ifhe lose the game, having all three Honours

(or noneofthem ) , he pays his adverſaries the points

(for Honours) which he would have won had he

been fucceſsful, and this whether he loſe by Pueſta

or Codille.

OF VOLTERETA .'

To explain this and the next Extra we muſt

revert to the Diſcard (p. 22) .

The Eldeft Hand has faid I play ; ' but the

Second player having good cards, fays ' Better,'

outbidding the play of the eldeſt, and claiming to

play VOLTERETA. He is indeed liable to be in

his turn outbidden by either of the others offering

to play Solo or the Vole (to be deſcribed preſently) ;

but we will ſuppoſe that he is not outbidden, but

1 Pronounced Võl-tě-ra'-tă.
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ſuffered to play Voltereta. If he wins, he receives

two points more from each player, in addition to

the ordinary Five ; and if he loſes, he is condemned

to a like lofs .

6

He proceeds, then, to turn up the top card of

the Stock,' and the Suit fo turned up will be

Trumps. The turn-up card muſt be taken in by

him (i.e. by the Ombre) as the firft card of his

Rentrée (or Robo).

A player may undertake Voltereta, either as out-

bidding an antagoniſt (in which cafe he runs the

riſk of turning up a card of his opponent's good

fuit) or as being Eldeft Hand with tolerably good

cards, but no great preponderance in any (he

may have, for instance, Spadille, or perhaps even

Bafto-and four Manilles), in which caſe his chance

is better than in the former cafe, as there is no

eſpecial reaſon to think that either of his op-

ponents has a good fuit ; but the fafeft Voltereta

is that of the youngeſt hand, when the eldeſt and

ſecond hands have ' paffed ; ' becauſe their cards

are confeffedly weak, and the Stock, from which

he will have firſt choice, proportionately ſtrong.¹

1 VOLTERETA, though known in England (under the name
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NOTE. If the Ombre when playing Voltereta

chooſe to ſurrender at the proper time in the

Game, no one can forbid him : i.e. no De-

fence is allowed.

OF SOLO.

SOLO, called in French, and fometimes in

Engliſh, SANS PRENDRE, is an engagement on the

part of the Ombre to win the game without

Difcard ; and if fucceſsful it brings in eight points

from each player (in addition to the ordinary five

and any others which may be due), and of courſe

fubjects the Ombre to a correfponding lofs of

eight points to each in cafe of his failure.

The Ombre playing without Diſcard, the ad-

verſaries have the choice of the whole Stock ; but

the first who takes must leave at leaſt five cards

for his friend.

NOTE. In the cafe of a SOLO, no furrender is

admiffible.

oftheWHIM), was not appreciated there, and was, in practice,

peculiar to the Spaniſh game (which I have chiefly followed in

this treatiſe) . It is however a great improvement to the game.
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OF THE VOLE.¹

The Ombre having won the firſt five tricks, the

hand is over, unleſs he chooſe to play for the VOLE ;

but while he is at liberty at any time to challenge

the Vole, his leading for the fixth trick, after

winning five, is of itſelf a challenge, and he cannot

then retract . If he fucceed in winning all nine

tricks, he receives, inſtead of Primeras and the

ordinary five points from each player, thirty?

points from each, and any other Extras which

may be due.
But if he fail (which is called ' the

1 Bola in Spaniſh (which alſo means a Bowl, and a Flight,

neither ſenſe ſuggeſting a derivation) and Vole in French ;

almoſt certainly from the Latin Vola, the Palm of the Hand,

from which ſenſe that of Handful, and fo of the whole Hand

at Cards, might eafily flow. Rabelais ufes the word Vole in

the ſenſe of Palm. He alſo uſes a verb Voler in the ſenſe of

(not to win, as one might think, but) to lofe a Vole at Cards ;

Pour cejeu nous ne vollerons pas, car j'aifait un levé ; and ſome

have therefore cited him as an authority for the identification

ofVole with another form of Vol, theft (compare Robo, p . 23) ;

but there is no certainty that the word Voler, to ſteal, was pre-

ſent to his mind, and he may very likely have only made this

ftrange verb for the nonce.

2 The Spaniſh rules unreaſonably preſcribe forty points from

each when there are four players.
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Vole being barred ' ) , he pays the thirty points to

each player, receiving however from them all that

he would have received had the game been a

Simple one and not a Vole (excepting the five

ordinary points in place of which the thirty ofthe

Vole ftand) , and all Extras, fuch as Voltereta or

Solo, if earned.'

Any player who chooſes to challenge the Vole

before diſcarding, may do fo, in which cafe it is

neceffarily a Solo as well as a Vole, and no one

can outbid him ; and he, by fo doing (i.e. by

offering to play the Vole), can outbid any one

elfe ; but it is highly improbable, if one player

has a hand fo good as to enable him to venture

a Solo, that another ſhould have fo good a one as

to be able to play a Solo Vole.

We have ſeen what the Ombre gains or lofes

in a Simple game without Extras ; and the fol-

lowing illuftrations will show what his gain or

1 The Rules ofthe Académie des Jeux allow the other players,

when a Vole is being played, to fhow their cards to each other,

and to concert how to bar it ; but this is undefirable, and is not

at preſent in uſe.
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lofs will be with them-fuppofing the players to

be three, and the hand the first of the game.

I. Say that he holds, after his difcard, Spadille,

Manille, Bafto, King, with three ſmall trumps in

Clubs and two other Kings ;

He draws all the trumps, and wins all the tricks,

receiving

Contents of Pool

Honours, 4 from each

Vole, 30 from each .

5
Points

8 99

60

73 Point
s

.

II. Let him hold Spadille, Manille, Bafto, King,

and the Six of trumps in Hearts, another King,

and a trumping fuit ; he might not be able to

win the Vole, but he could play Solo, and winning

the five firſt tricks, would gain

Contents of Pool ·

Ordinary points , being 5 from each

Solo, 8 points from each .

Primeras, 1 point from each

Honours, 3 points from each

•

•

·

5

ΙΟ

Points

་

99

16

2 99

6·
99

G

39 Poin
ts
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Had he won the Vole in this cafe he would have

received 12 lefs for Primeras and ordinary points

but 60 more for Vole. In all 39 + 48 = 87

Points.

III. Now, fuppofing him to have Spadille, three

Manilles (viz. the Deuce of Spades and Clubs, and

the Seven of Hearts) and a King of Diamonds and

four ſmall ones of the fame fuit ;

He plays Voltereta, and turns up the Seven of

Spades.

Then, difcarding his Club, Heart, and four

fmall Diamonds, he takes in, befides the turn-up

card, Bafto, the King, and Three of Trumps, and

the Five and Six of Hearts.

His hand then is

Spadille

Manille

Bafto

Spades being trumps

King

Six

Three

King of Diamonds

Five

of Hearts

Six
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He would probably win his firſt five tricks ; and

his points would be

Contents of Pool

Ordinary points

Voltereta, 2 points from each

5
Points

10• 99

4 99

4
2
8Primeras, I point from each

Honours, 4 points from each 8

""

29 Point
s

NOTE. Of courfe the Pool will often contain

many more points than five, whether arifing

from Pueftas, or from frequent paffing.

IV. Again, taking the fame hand, excepting

that inſtead of the Seven he ſhall turn up the Six

of Spades ; and inſtead of the Three of Trumps

and the Five of Hearts he fhall take in the Queen

of Diamonds and the King of Hearts. He remains

then with

Spadille

Manille

Bafto
Spades being Trumps

King

Six
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King

Queen }Diamonds

King

Hearts
Six

He draws Trumps with his four Honours, but

only 5 fall (4 from one adverfary, and I from the

other), the Seven remaining in hand . His King

of Diamonds draws the Knave and a ſmall one.

He has now won his five tricks ; but he leads,

perhaps inadvertently, for the 6th, and thus chal-

lenges the Vole. His King of Hearts wins the

trick, but the beſt trump being in, he is fure to

lofe one trick, and fo his Vole is barred.

Or fuppofing him to have turned up the Seven

of Spades inſtead of the Six, and to have played

determinedly for the Vole, yet he may have it

barred by lofing his Six of Hearts to the Queen or

any other, if either adverſary has a Heart left in

his hand .

His lofs then is as follows :
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The barred Vole (30 to each)

But he has won by

4 Point
s

Voltereta

Primeras 2·

Honours

60 Points

8

99

·

""

14

46 Pointsand he will pay each Adverſary

taking for himſelf from the Pool

and fo reducing his loſs to

·
5

41 Points

If we ſuppoſe the hand under No. IV. to have

been dealt him, and that he plays Solo inſtead of

Voltereta, his lofs would be further reduced to 29

points, by his receiving 16 points for Solo inſtead of

4 for Voltereta.

OF FAVÓR.

Several other Extras have been ſometimes in

vogue, but the
game appears to me to be fimpler

and much better without them .

The chief of them is FAVÓR,' which is ftill

1 This uſed ſometimes to be called ' PREFERENCE.'
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ſometimes uſed in Spain . This confiſts in a Prefe-

rence given to one fuit-uſually Diamonds (Oros),

ſo that ifthe eldeft hand propoſes to play the Simple

game, having a fair hand, we will fay in Spades,

but one ſcarcely good enough to juſtify his playing

Solo, one of his antagoniſts, having a good hand in

Diamonds, outbids him, and demands Favór, in-

tending to play the Simple game. The eldeſt

hand takes heart, and outbids him again, faying

"Solo.' His enemy takes heart alfo, and challenges

Solo in Diamonds, and becomes the Ombre.

If he wins he receives, and if he lofes he pays,

double of what is paid in ordinary ſuits, i.e. 10

points for each player inſtead of 5 , and ſo on.
fo

I have now ſpoken of fix varieties of the Game,

viz.-

1. The Simple game,

2. Favór,

3. Voltereta,

4. Solo,

5. Solo Favór,

6. Solo Vole,

and their order of preference is according to their
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places in the above lift, the latter of any of them

always taking precedence of thoſe before it .

Any player may outbid another by offering to

play a more advanced game ; but if more than

one is willing to play the fame game, the prefe-

rence muſt be given to the elder hand.

1



CHAPTER V.

OF SUNDRY TERMS USED IN THE GAME.

PRAY, Mr. Doufterfwivel, . . . will you have the goodneſs to

fupply us with a few thumping bluftering terms of art, . . ?

SIR W. SCOTT, The Antiquary, ch. xxiii.

The French, ever fond of novelty, and equally fickle in their

Drefs and Diverfions, have inoculated feveral Cyons upon

the Spanish Root of this Game of OMBRE:

Compleat Gamefter, p. 43.

EYMOUR in the above paffage is

fpeaking of Quadrille and Quintille,

and other regular varieties ofOmbre ;

but it is equally applicable to other

and ſmaller variations, of which the author ofthe

"Jeu de l'Ombre" (Paris, 1713) fays in his Preface :

'Au reste comme ily a des termes que tout le monde

n'entend pas et qui font croire à ceux qui les ignorent

que c'est la magie noire, on les a mis à la fin avec
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l'explication, pour effacer l'idée que bien des gens ont

que le Jeu de l'Hombre eft un feu barbare, ou l'on

ne parle pas chrétien.'

Following his example, I will fet down here a

note of fome of the HAZARDS, as they uſed to be

called, which were uſed in the Game of Ombre,

and which are recorded in the French book above

quoted, and in the "Académie des Jeux " of 1730,

and its Engliſh tranſlation, as well as in other

books ; but it is uſeleſs to ſpecify the number of

points payable for each, becauſe the greater part

were rarely uſed, and the ſyſtem of payment under

which their reſpective points are fixed is different

from that adopted in the preſent book.

They are either technical names for fundry

phaſes of the Game which have been already

mentioned, or variations of the Game itſelf, which

have, for the moſt part deſervedly, fallen out of

ufe, and which would not have been worth re-

cording but that a treatiſe on Ombre would have

been incomplete without them.

CONSOLATION. The payment for the Game

made by the Ombre when he loft, to the other

players, was fo called, and was fometimes made

H
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not only for Codille but alſo when he was befted.

The Points for Honours and Solo were alſo fo

called.

FORCED SPADILLE is where all the players

having paffed, the one who may chance to hold

Spadille is compelled to ' Play.'

GASCARILLE is where all have paffed, and one

declares to play, by difcarding eight cards, and

naming the Trump after he has taken in from the

Stock. He receives three points extra if he wins,

and pays them if he loſes.

LE BON AIR is playing Solo with the four Ma-

tadores...

PARFAIT CONTENTEMENT, the fame, with five

Matadores.

GUINGUETTE, playing without Spadille or

Bafto.

MIRLIKO, playing with the Black Aces, but

without Manille : or, with Bafto and the Red

Aces, but with neither Spadille nor Manille.

LES FANATIQUES, playing with four Knaves in

one's Hand .

CHARIVARY , or the four Queens.

DISCORD, or the four Kings.
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LA PARTIE QUARRÉE DES DAMES DU TEMPS,

playing with three Kings and a Queen.

LA TRIOMPHANTE was leading Spadille.

L'ESTRAPADE-a Vole won with Solo.

DÉGOUST. A Fine which the lofers of the laſt

Set ofthe Game had to pay to the winner.

LES YEUX DE MA GRAND' MÈRE, playing with

the two Puntos and without Spadille or Bafto.

LA CHICORÉE is playing without any Mata-

dores and only with three or four trumps in

fequence to them.

All theſe were called by the whimſical name of

Pretintailles, and they could never be enforced

without agreement to that effect before the be-

ginning of the game. When they were in uſe

the Ombre gained or loft the points they carried,

according as he won or loft the
game.

There were alſo other terms, now generally

difufed, fuch as DEVOLE, which was when the

Ombre made not one trick, in which caſe he paid

additional points. This was feldom uſed in Three-

hand Ombre ; but it has the merit ofdifcouraging

Playing ' with an inadequate hand.

GANO, meaning in Spaniſh ' I win,' was a word
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which the elder hand of the two Adverfaries

might ſay when playing his card, to intimate that

he meant to win, and that his friend muft let the

card paſs if he could, but this could only be done

to ' defend the Pool,' that is, to beſte the Ombre,

but not to give him Codille.

Seymour fays, ' He who afpires at Codille ſhould

play with Honour, and, as I obferved before,

never demand Gano, when he is fure of winning

four Tricks ; but as there is no penalty in this

cafe, all the Defence we can have againſt ſuch

people, is to play with them no more.'



CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL RULES.

THEY taught him with addreſs and ſkill

To fhine at Ombre and Quadrille.

1771 , CAWTHORNE, Birth and Education ofGenius, 1. 323.

ift Clown. But is this law ?

2nd Clown. Ay, marry is't.

SHAKESPEARE, Hamlet, Act v. Sc. I.

THE DEAL.

HE penalty for a Miſdeal is a payment

oftwenty points to the Pool.

II. In caſe of Mifdeal the Dealer

deals again. But by confent of the

other players, any one having one card too few

may take the top card from the Stock ; or having

one too many may rectify it in his Difcard. No

one who has more than nine cards dealt him can

play Solo.
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III. Any one having too many or too few

dealt him, muft mention the defect or excefs be-

fore playing ' or ' paffing,' or must pay twenty

points to the Pool. If he plays with more or leſs

than nine cards, the hand is null if he wins, but

if he loſes, he muſt pay.

IV. If after the difcard, but before the firſt

card be played, any one be found to have too

many or too few cards, the Dealer (or the right-

hand Adverſary, if it be the Dealer himſelf who

is at fault) ſhall rectify it, either by drawing a

card from his hand, or by giving him one at ran-

dom from the diſcard, as the cafe requires.

V. If the Dealer face a card he loſes twenty

points and deals again.

VI. If any one deal out of his turn , he loſes

his five points, and the right Dealer deals ; unleſs

the cards have been all taken up, in which caſe

the deal holds, but the Dealer cannot be Ombre.

THE PLAY.

VII. When a trick is being played, any player

may defire the others to draw their cards ; and
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before the trick is turned and in place, any one

may demand to fee it and the previous trick.

VIII. If any one leads out of his turn , he pays

twenty points to the Pool : but the trick is good

if all the cards have been played ; and if not, not.

IX. If any one play a card in error, or let it

fall and it be faced, it must be confidered as his

play, unleſs it be a Revoke, in which caſe it may

be rectified before the trick is turned and the firſt

card ofthe next trick played.

#

X. If either Adverfary by word or gefture in-

dicate to his friend what cards he has, he ſhall

pay twenty points to the Pool for each card

fhown, or for each offence.

THE REVOKE.

XI. The Penalty for a Revoke is a Puefta,

whatever it be. See pp. 31 and 108.

XII. A Revoke may be rectified as provided

in Rule IX.; and the Ombre (or, if he be the

offender, the right-hand Adverſary) must then

direct him who made the Revoke what card he is

to play to the lead.
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XIII. If any one win after revoking, he gains

nothing, not even the Extras ; and if it be the

Ombre and he wins the Vole, he pays as if it had

been barred. See p. 40 .

XIV. If the Ombre be befted after revoking,

his Puefta is ſeparated (or referved) from that

which he pays as Penalty (fee p. 34). If he be

given Codille, he pays the winner as ufual, as well

as his own Penalty and the Extras.

XV. If an Adverfary revoke and bar the Vole

thereby, he pays, befides his Penalty, the thirty

points, not for himſelf but for his friend.

XVI. If a hand be annulled for any cauſe, no

Revoke made in it counts.

Any one who wiſhes to be guided by the more

elaborate and particular rules obſerved in Spain

will find them in the Appendix ; but irreſpective

of theſe, any matter here left undecided may be

determined by the ordinary rules of Whift, fo far

as there is any analogy between the two Games.



CHAPTER VII.

SPECIMENS OF HANDS AND GAMES.

Bru. GIVE me your hands all over, one by one.

SHAKESPEARE, Julius Cæfar, A&t ii. Sc. 1.

Oth. A liberal hand: The hearts of old gave hands :

But our new heraldry is-hands, not hearts.

SHAKESPEARE, Othello, A&t iii. Sc. 4.

N the following chapter I mean to

give a lift of Hands with which one

may fairly venture to ' Play,' but of

courſe it will be understood that there

are hundreds of other fafe combinations, and that

almoſt all combinations, however apparently fafe,

are liable to be overthrown by bad fortune-and

by bad play.

I
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This will be ſeen by feveral games, Simple and

Solo, which I add in continuation.

The letters A, B, and C, repreſent eldeſt,

fecond, and youngeſt hand, and I have in each

trick diſtinguiſhed the letter denoting the winner

by a different type.

The following hands give a reaſonable proba-

bility of fuccefs in a Simple Game. The Trumps

only are noted here ; but in the Solos other cards

alfo.

In the Black Suits :

Manille,

or Baſto, King, Five.

Spadille,

King, Four

Spadille, Manille,
or

Seven, Six .

Spadille, Bafto, Queen, Seven.

Manille, Baſto, Queen, Six, Five.

Spadille,

Manille,

King, Queen, Knave, Seven.

or

Bafto,
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Manille, Bafto, Seven, Six, Five, Four.

King, Queen, Knave, Seven, Six, Five.

Spadille, King, Queen, Four, Three.

In the Red Suits :

Spadille, Manille, Punto, Four.

Bafto, Manille, Punto, Two.

Spadille, Bafto, Punto, Three.

Spadille, Manille, King, ( neve, Three.

Spadille, Baſto,

Baſto, Punto, King, Queen, Knave.

Manille, Punto,

King, Queen, Three.

Manille, Bafto, { Knave , Two, Three, Five.

Spadille, Bafto, King, Two. '

For Woltereta I may give as fpecimens Spa-

dille, Three Manilles, and a King ; and the hand

of Spaniſh cards placed before p . 7.¹

¹ Ace of Spades ( Spadille or Eſpada), Ace of Clubs ( Baſto),

King and Ace of Hearts ( Copas ), King and Queen of Spades

(Efpadas ), Queen and Ace of Diamonds (Oros ), and Deuce of

Clubs (Baftos).
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For Solos ; In the Black Suits :

Spadille, Manille,

(Baſto, King, Six of Trumps,

and a trumping Suit.

King and Knave ofTrumps,

two other Kings, and a

trumping Suit.

Baſto, Three of Trumps, a

Heart, and a trumping

Suit.

Queen, Knave, Four, Three of

Trumps, and another King.

Manille, Baſto, King, Six, Five, Four of

Trumps, a Heart, and a

trumping Suit.

Bafto, King, Queen, Knave, Seven, Six of

Trumps, and a King of another Suit.

King, Queen, Knave, Seven, Six, Five, Four

of Trumps, and a King of another Suit .

Spadille, King, Queen, Seven, Six, Four of

Trumps, another King, and two trumping Suits.

Manille, King, Queen , Knave, Seven , Four of

Trumps, another King, a red card , and a trumping

Suit.
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In the Red Suits :

Three, Four, Five of

Trumps, and a King

of another Suit.Spadille, Manille, Baſto,

King,ThreeofTrumps,

and another King.

Spadille, Manille, Punto, ( Six of Trumps, an-

Three,
other King, and

Manille, Bafto, Queen, two protected

Knave, Two,
Queens.

Punto, King, Queen, Knave, Two, Three, Six

ofTrumps, and another King.

Manille, Baſto, Punto, Three, Four, Five of

Trumps, another King, a black card, and a trump-

ing Suit.

Spadille, Punto, King, Queen, Two, Six, of

Trumps, and a King, Queen, Knave of another

Suit.

Alfo the hand ſhown at the end of the Book-

viz. , Spadille, Manille, King, Queen, Three, Four

of Trumps, King of Spades, Knave, and Seven of

Hearts.

Here follow the
games.
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A Solo Game, Spades being Trumps, and the

Ombre eldeſt hand.

A. (Ombre) Manille, King, Queen, Knave, Six of

Trumps, King of Clubs.

King of Diamonds.

Queen and Three of Hearts.

B. Spadille, Seven, Five, and Four of Trumps.

Queen and Knave of Clubs .

Six of Diamonds.

King and Knave of Hearts.

C. Bafto and Three of Trumps.

Trick

Knave, Two, Three, Four of Diamonds.

Ace, Four, Five, of Hearts.

1 A. King of Clubs.

2 C. Ace of Hearts.

3 B. Knave of Hearts.

4 B. Queen of Clubs.

5 A. King of Trumps.

6 B. Six of Diamonds.

7 A. Queen of Trumps.

8 A. Knave ofTrumps.

9 A. Six of Trumps.

B. Knave.

A. Queen.

C. Four.

C. Bafto.

B. Spadille.

C. Knave.

B. Four.

B. Five.

B. Seven.

C. Three of Trumps.

B. King.

A. Three.

A. Manille.

C. Four of Diamonds.

A. King.

C. Any cards.

Where the Ombre is beſted, having the fame

number of tricks as his firft Adverſary.

Or, let him paſs the fourth trick ; the play

being
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Trick

4 B. Queen of Clubs,

5 C. Ace of Hearts.

6 A. Manille.

7 A. King of Trumps.

8 A. Queen ofTrumps.

9 B. Seven of Trumps.

C. Bafto.

A. Knave of Trumps.

B. Four ofTrumps.

B. Five.

B. Spadille.

A. Six.
}

A. King of Diamonds.

B. Six of Diamonds.

C. Any cards.

Where he is given Codille, having but three tricks

to four of the ſecond, and two of the third player.

On the other hand , if B had taken the 6th or

7th trick, the Ombre would have won four to his

three.

Trick

6 A. Manille.

7 B. Seven of Trumps.

B. Spadille.

A. King.

8 A. Queen of Trumps. B. Four.

9 A. Six of Trumps. B. Five. }

C. Any cards.

Or, if the Ombre had begun differently, with

a view to get the command ofTrumps, he would

have won the

Trick

game.

1 A. King ofTrumps.

2 B. Queen of Clubs.

3 C. Five of Hearts.

4 B. Knave of Hearts.

B. Spadille.

C. Bafto.

C. Three.

A. King of Clubs.

B. King.A. Queen.

C. Four. A. Three.

Where the firſt Adverſary, B, has three tricks,

but wins no more, becauſe the Ombre remains

with Manille, Queen, Knave, Six of Trumps,
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and the King of Diamonds, which are five certain

tricks.

Another Solo, Clubs being Trumps, and the

Ombre fecond hand.

A. Six of Trumps.

King and Six of Diamonds.

Six and Seven of Spades.

King, Knave, Ace, and Six of Hearts.

B. (Ombre) Manille, Baſto, King, Queen, Five,

and Three of Trumps.

Knave of Diamonds.

Queen and Three of Spades.

C. Spadille, Knave, Seven, and Four of Trumps.

Ace, Two, and Three of Diamonds.

King and Knave of Spades.

Trick

1 A. King of Hearts.

2 C. Ace of Diamonds.

3 A. Six of Spades.

4 C. King of Spades.

5 C. Spadille.

6 C. Knave of Trumps.

7 B. Manille.

8 B. Bafto.

9 B. King.
}

B. Five ofTrumps. C. Seven ofTrumps.

B. Knave.

C. Knave.

A. King.

B. Three.

A. Seven.

A. Six of Trumps.

A. Six of Diamonds.

C. and A. any cards.

B. Queen.

B. Three.

B. Queen ofTrumps.

Where the Ombre is beſted, having four tricks to

C's four.
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But he might have won the game in two ways :

First: by throwing away his Knave ofDiamonds

to the King of Hearts, thus getting a trumping

Suit.

Trick

1 A. King of Hearts.

2 C. Ace of Diamonds.

3 B. Manille.

4 C. King of Spades.

5 C. Knave of Spades.

6 B. Bafto.

7 B. King of Trumps.

8 B. Queen.

9 B. Five.

B. Knave ofDiamonds. C. Four of Trumps.

B. Three ofTrumps.A. King.

C. Spadille.

A. Six.

A. Seven.

C. Seven ofTrumps .

C. Knave.

C. and A. any cards.

Where he muft win five tricks.

A. Six ofTrumps.

B. Three.

B. Queen.

A. any cards.

Secondly by putting a high Trump on the

King of Hearts.

Trick

1 A. King of Hearts.

2 C. Ace of Diamonds.

3 A. Seven of Spades.

4 C. King of Spades.

5 C. Deuce of Diamonds.

6 B. Manille.

7 B. Bafto.

8 B. King.

B. Queen of Trumps. C. Spadille.

A. King.

B. Three.

A. Six.

A. Six.

C. Knave ofTrumps.

B. Knave.

C. Knave.

B. Queen.

B. Three ofTrumps.

C. Seven of Trumps.

C. Four ofTrumps.

C. and A. any cards.

A. Any cards.

9 B. Five ofTrumps .

Where he wins five tricks.

Another Solo in Diamonds, the Ombre being

Third Hand :

K
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A. Punto, King, Knave, Seven and Three of

Spades, Six, Five, Four, and Three of Clubs .

B. Spadille, Knave, Two and Five of Trumps,

King of Clubs, King, Queen, Five and Six of

Hearts.

C. (Ombre) Manille, Baſto, King, Queen, Three,

Four and Six of Trumps, Knave of Clubs and

Hearts.

Here the Ombre may lofe, notwithſtanding

his brilliant hand, through the ill fortune of Punto

being held by the eldeft hand .

Trick

I A. Six of Clubs.

2 B. King of Hearts.

3 B. Queen of Hearts.

4 A. Five of Clubs.

5 C. Bafto.

B. King.

C. Knave.

C. King of Trumps.

B. Knave of Trumps.

A. Four of Clubs.

C. Six of Trumps.6 B. Five of Hearts.

7 C. Three of Trumps. A. Seven of Spades.

8 B. Spadille.

9 B. Six of Hearts.

C. Four of Trumps.

A. King of Spades.

C. Knave.

A. Three of Clubs.

A. Punto.

C. Queen of Trumps.

B. Five of Trumps.

A. Three of Spades.

B. Two of Trumps.

A. Knave of Spades.

C. Manille.

So B and C win four tricks apiece, and the lat-

ter is beſted : but he would certainly have won if

he had trumped the third trick with a ſmall card,

leaving the King to take the place of the Three

in the ſeventh trick.
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I will now fet down a few Simple Games as

inftances of how they may be won or loft.

First, in Spades ; the Ombre being Eldeſt Hand.

A. (Ombre) Spadille, Manille, Six, Five, Four,

and Three of Trumps.

He takes in alſo a Heart, a Club, and a Diamond .

B. Baſto and Seven of Trumps.

Ace of Diamonds.

King, Seven, and Six of Clubs.

Knave, Three, and Six of Hearts.

C. King, Queen, and Knave of Trumps.

King, Knave, and Two of Diamonds .

Queen of Clubs.

Trick

King and Seven of Hearts.

I A. Spadille.

2 A. Four of Hearts.

3 C. Queen of Clubs.

4 C. King of Diamonds.

5 C. Knave of Diamonds.

6 B. King of Clubs.

7 A. Six of Trumps.

8 C. Seven of Hearts.

9 A. Four of Trumps.

B. Seven of Trumps.

B. Three.

A. Five.

A. Three.

C. Knave.

C. King.

B. Six.

B. Ace.

EL

A. Three of Trumps.

C. Queen of Trumps.

B. Six of Hearts.

A. Five of Trumps.

B. Seven of Clubs.

B. Bafto.

A. Manille.

C. King ofTrumps.

B. Knave of Hearts.

C. Two of Diamonds.

Where C takes four tricks, B one, and the Ombre

four, and is beſted .
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The Ombre ſhould have led off Spadille and

Manille, and thus drawn all B's Trumps and two

out of C's Three, and he would have almoſt in-

fallibly won.

Second, in Hearts, the Ombre being Second

Hand.

A. Manille, Bafto, King, and Five ofTrumps.

King and Queen of Clubs.

Queen, Knave, and Three of Spades.

B. (Ombre) Spadille, Punto, Queen , Two, Three,

Four, and Six of Trumps.

King of Diamonds.

Knave of Clubs.

C. Knave of Trumps.

Trick

King, Seven, Six, and Five of Spades.

Six of Clubs.

Queen, Three, and Five of Diamonds.

I A. King of Clubs.

2 A. Queen of Clubs.

3 C. Three of Diamonds.

B. Knave.

B. Two of Trumps.

A. Five ofTrumps.

C. Six.

C. Knave ofTrumps.

B. King of Diamonds.

So that A, having two tricks certain in his hand,

is fure to make a Puefta of the game.
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But if the Ombre had trumped the ſecond trick

with his Queen, he would have won the trick,

and the third trick would have been

Trick

3 B. Six of Trumps.
C. Knave. A. King.

leaving him a much better chance of winning the

game.

Third, in Clubs, the Ombre being Youngeſt

Hand.

A. Manille, King, Knave, and Four of Trumps.

Knave, Ace, and Two of Hearts.

Two of Diamonds.

Seven of Spades.

B. Seven and Three of Trumps.

Knave, Ace, Three, and Six of Diamonds.

King, Six, and Three of Spades.

C. (Ombre) Spadille, Bafto, Queen, Six, and Five

Trick

of Trumps.

King, Three, and Seven of Hearts.

King of Diamonds.

I A. Two of Diamonds.

2 C. King of Hearts.

B. Six. C. King.

A. Two. B. Seven of Trumps.

3 B. Three of Trumps. C. Queen. A. King.
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and the Ombre's game is a bad one ; but if he

had led the Six of Trumps in the ſecond trick, he

would have probably won.

Trick

2 C. Six of Trumps.

3 A. Knave of Hearts.

4 B. might lead Diamonds.

B. Three.A. Knave.

B. Seven ofTrumps. C. Seven of Hearts.

in which cafe the Ombre would throw away an-

other Heart ; or he might lead Spades, and the

Ombre would trump it ; and in either cafe his

game would be good.



CHAPTER VIII.

BELINDA'S GAME.

THINK not when Woman's tranfient breath is fled

That all her vanities at once are dead:

Succeeding vanities fhe ftill regards,

And tho' fhe plays no more, o'erlooks the cards .

Her joy in gilded chariots, when alive,

And love of Ombré, after death furvive.

POPE, Rape ofthe Lock, Can. I.

Have I not here the best cards for the game,

To win this eaſy match ?

SHAKESPEARE, K. John, Act v. Sc. 2.

HE games detailed in the laft chapter

are fuch as fuggefted themſelves to

me as typical examples of our game ;

but I will borrow as the fubject of

the prefent chapter the idea of another writer, a

maſter of the theory and practice as well of Om-

bre as of Whift, and play out Belinda's game as
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ſketched by Pope, filling in the colours and all the

lights and ſhades , and making, as well as I can, a

complete picture.

Here follows the passage from the ' Rape of the

Lock,' to which I have above referred : it con-

tains a perfectly accurate account of the game,

and ſhows that, in its main features at leaſt, it was

preciſely the fame in England in the reign of

Queen Anne as it is now' in Spain in the reign

of King Mob. It is alſo intereſting to ſee from

Pope's deſcription that the Court (or Coat) cards of

his time were figured preciſely as are thoſe which

are at preſent in ufe in England, or rather which

were in ufe until the ugly but convenient faſhion of

double-headed Kings, Queens, and Knaves came up.

The lines are-

Belinda now, whom thirft of fame invites,

Burns to encounter two adventurous knights,

At Ombre fingly to decide their doom :

And fwells her breaft with conqueſts yet to come.

Straight the three bands prepare in arms to join,

Each band the number of the facred Nine.

Soon as the ſpreads her hand, the aërial guard

Deſcend, and fit on each important card :

1 1874.
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Firſt Ariel perch'd upon a Matadore,

Then each according to the rank they bore ;

For fylphs, yet mindful of their ancient race,

Are, as when women, wondrous fond of place.

Behold, four kings, in majeſty revered,

With hoary whiſkers and a forky beard;

And four fair queens whoſe hand ſuſtain a flower,

The expreffive emblem of their ſofter power;

Four knaves in garb fuccinct, a truſty band,

Caps on their heads, and halberts in their hand ;

And party-colour'd troops, a fhining train,

Draw forth to combat on the velvet plain.

The ſkilful nymph reviews her force with care :

Let Spades be trumps ! ſhe ſaid, and trumps they were.

Now move to war her fable Matadores,

In fhow like leaders of the ſwarthy Moors.

1. Spadillio firft, unconquerable lord !

Led off two captive trumps, and ſwept the board.

II. As many more Manillio forced to yield,

And march'd a victor from the verdant field.

III. Him Bafto follow'd, but his fate more hard

Gain'd but one trump and one plebeian card.

IV. With his broad fabre next, a chief in years,

The hoary majefty of Spades appears,

Puts forth one manly leg, to fight reveal'd,

The reſt his many-colour'd robe conceal'd.

The rebel knave, who dares his prince engage,

Proves the juft victim of his royal rage.

V.

Ev'n mighty Pam, that kings and queens o'erthrew,

And mow'd down armies in the fights ofLoo,

Sad chance of war ! now deftitute of aid,

Falls undiſtinguiſh'd by the victor Spade !

Thus far both armies to Belinda yield;

L
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VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

Now tothe Baron fate inclines the field,

His warlike Amazon her hoft invades

The imperial confort of the crown of Spades.

The Clubs' black tyrant firſt her victim died,

Spite of his haughty mien and barbarous pride :

What boots the regal circle on his head,

His giant limbs, in ſtate unwieldy ſpread;

That long behind he trails his pompous robe,

And, of all monarchs, only grafps the globe ?

The Baron now his Diamonds pours apace;

The embroider'd King who fhows but half his face,

And his refulgent Queen, with powers combined,

Ofbroken troops an eafy conqueft find.

Clubs, Diamonds , Hearts, in wild diſorder feen,

With throngs promifcuous ftrow the level green.

Thus when difperfed a routed army runs,

Of Afia's troops, and Afric's fable fons,

With like confufion different nations fly,

Of various habit , and of various dye;

The pierced battalions difunited fall,

In heaps on heaps ; one fate o'erwhelms them all.

The Knave of Diamonds tries his wily arts

And wins (oh ſhameful chance ! ) the Queen of Hearts.

At this the blood the virgin's cheek forfook,

A livid palenefs fpreads o'er all her look;

She fees and trembles at the approaching ill,

Juft in the jaws of ruin and codille.

And now (as oft in fome diftemper'd ſtate)

On one nice trick depends the general fate ;

An Ace of Hearts fteps forth, the King unſeen

Lurk'd in her hand, and mourn'd his captive Queen :

He ſprings to vengeance with an eager pace,

And falls like thunder on the proftrate Ace.
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The nymph exulting fills with ſhouts the ſky;

The walls, the woods, and long canals reply.

The ingenious author ' of ' Gryll Grange ' ( 1861)

has the following comment on this paffage :-

MISS ILEX.

'The variety ofthe game called Tredrille-the

Ombre of Pope's " Rape ofthe Lock ”—is a plea-

fant game for three. Pope had many opportunities

of ſeeing it played, yet he has not deſcribed it

correctly and I do not know that this has been

obferved .

:

THE REVEREND DOCTOR OPIMIAN.

'Indeed, I never obferved it.

to know how it is fo.

I ſhall be glad

'MISS ILEX .

Quadrille is played with forty Cards ; Tredrille

uſually with thirty : ſometimes, as in Pope's Om-

bre, with twenty-feven. In forty cards, the num-

ber of trumps is eleven in the black fuits, twelve

in the red ; in thirty, nine in all ſuits alike [ Seven

1 Mr. Peacock.
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cards in each of the four fuits in addition to Spa-

dille and Bafto] . In twenty-feven they cannot be

more than nine in one fuit and eight in the other

three. In Pope's Ombre fpades are trumps, and

the number is eleven : the number which there

would be if the cards were forty. If you follow

his deſcription carefully, you will find it to be fo.'

In this criticiſm there is the error of fuppofing

that Tredrille was the fame as Ombre. The for-

mer is a variety of Quadrille (juſt as Quadrille was

a variety of Ombre) , and is thus deſcribed by Sey-

mour:-

6

There are fome people who will play at this

branch of Ombre ' [ Quadrille] by dealing out

Ten cards apiece between Three, and this, in down-

right Irish phrafeology, they call Three -handed

Quadrille; which in plain Engliſh is Four-handed

Ombre played by Three perfons. But this filly

manner rather deſerves our ridicule than any other

notice.'

To play it, one leaves out one whole fuit of an

Ombre or Quadrille pack-the French leave out

the Six of Hearts, and all the Diamonds but the

King-thus making a pack of thirty cards ; and
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the game is played, as nearly as may be, according

to the laws of Quadrille.

The game which Pope defcribes is, as I have

faid before, none other than our Ombre, and could

not be played with twenty- feven cards . • Mifs

Ilex' has omitted to take the Diſcard into account,

which in Ombre always contains (or elſe makes

up with any of the cards left in the Stock by the

players) thirteen cards ; thefe thirteen , with the

twenty-feven held in the three hands, making in

all forty. There is, I believe , no variety of this

game which is played with twenty-seven cards¹

only ; but Pope mentions no greater number,

becauſe he does not detail all the incidents ofthe

game, but paffes at once to the marshalling of

the Forces, the word of Command, and the

Battle itſelf.

1 It would not be eafy to deviſe a mode of treating a pack fo

as to deal and uſe only twenty-ſeven cards. If one dealt with

a full pack, one might be playing with neither Spadille, Manille,

nor Baſto in any hand, which would be abfurd. If one rejected

all numerically below a certain point, the red fuits would lofe

fome of their better cards and the black fuits fome of their

worfe; and befides, the fuits being four in number, it ſeems quite

neceffary that the pack ſhould confift of a number diviſible by

four, which twenty-seven is not.
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.6

Seymour, in his Compleat Gameſter,' written

in 1734, about twenty years after the Rape of

the Lock,' quotes Pope's defcription as entirely

applicable to the Game of Ombre, the rules for

which he had juſt been laying down. I fhould

add that this book of Seymour's is by far the

beſt Engliſh account of the game as played in his

day.

1

I may obferve here that there was alfo a Two-

HANDED OMBRE, played, like Tredrille, with 30

cards, one of the red fuits being put afide. If

each player has nine cards the Stock would be

12 ; but fometimes each had eight, dealt firſt by

threes, and then two apiece, in which cafe the

Stock is 14. The game proceeds, as nearly as

may be, like the three-handed Ombre : but, as

Seymour fays,

Now after all that is faid, the Original Ombre

by Three is much more agreeable than any of

theſe new Grafts with which the old Stock has

been loaded.'

We will place the combatants at their table ;

Sir Anonym (as the above-mentioned writer calls
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the third player) being at Belinda's right hand,

and the Baron at her left.

Sir Anonym makes the cards, and hands them

to Belinda, who has already, being of right the

Dealer, placed five fiſh in the Pool ; and ſhe, after

a flight ſupplementary fhuffle, fets them before

the Baron to be cut, and that done, fhe deals

them, three by three, beginning with Sir Anonym ,

giving nine to each player, and leaving thirteen in

the Stock.

Let us ſuppoſe the Game to be carried on with

varied fortune, and let us take it up at a point when

the Pool is empty, and it is the Baron's turn to deal.

He pays his five points to the Pool, and deals

the three hands as follows. :-

SIR ANONYM. THE BARON. BELINDA.

Six of Spades. Queen Spadille.

Four of Spades. Knave King)

Seven ofSpades. of Spades.
Five Two

Six of Clubs .

Five Three King
of Clubs.

Knave King Three

Two

Three

Six

Seven
of Diamonds.

King
of Hearts.

Five of Hearts. Seven
ofHearts.

Four

Two}

Two

of Clubs.
4 Thr

ee
'}

of Diamonds.
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Bafto.

Four of Diamonds. Sir Anonym,

Five of Diamonds.

Queen of Hearts.

P. 92,

5 cards .

The following is the STOCK, in the order in

which it would be taken by the Players.

Belinda, p.

81,

4 cards.

The Baron,

p. 96,

4 cards.

Sir Anonym ,

Belinda, p.

81, and

The Baron,

The Baron,
Seven of Spades.

P. 102,

7 cards.

P. 104,

4 cards.

P. 82,

4 cards.

Queen of Diamonds.

Knave ofDiamonds.

Sir Anonym,

P. 83,

3 cards.

Ace of Hearts.

Knave of Clubs.

Four ofHearts.

Six of Diamonds.

Ace of Diamonds.

Queen of Clubs.

Belinda, p.

92,

4 cards.

Belinda, p.

96,

4 cards. SirAnonym,

The Baron, P. 104,

The Baron,
P. 102,

7 cards.

4 cards.

P. 92,

4 cards.

Belinda, having reviewed her force with care,'

finds that ſhe has a very promifing hand in

Spades. It is scarcely fo ftrong in trumps as

thoſe mentioned on page 63 , but with two

Kings, of Clubs, that is, and Hearts,-it is

more than ſufficient to juſtify the venture ; ſo ſhe

fays, ' I play .'

Sir Anonym, the next player, cannot chooſe

but acquiefce. If he were to outbid Belinda, it

muſt be, of courſe, by playing Voltereta or Solo.

The first is out of the queſtion, as he has but one

fuit ; and the ſecond ſtill more fo, for his one ſuit

of Hearts is hopeleſs even for a fimple Game

"
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where he would have the advantage of diſcard-

ing ; much more than where he muſt play with-

out diſcard : He therefore ſays ' Well.'

The Baron wifely waftes no time in confidering

a Solo : But ſhall he venture to play Voltereta ?

His hand in Spades is good, and in both Diamonds

and Clubs he has a Manille ; and he knows that

he can but furrender if fortune fails him in the

diſcard. But a perverſe fate might give him a

Heart' as the turn-up card, and then defeat or

furrender would be inevitable , while in no cafe

but Spades would his chance be good. So with

valorous diſcretion , he alfo leaves the field clear

for his fair adverſary, and ſays Well.'

6

Belinda then, crying Let Spades be Trumps !'

difcards the Three of Clubs, the Two and Three

of Diamonds, and the Seven of Hearts (which

laft, had Sir Anonym played on his beft fuit,

would have borne an honoured place as Manille,

but is now the feebleft of his race), and places

them on the pool-diſh ; then laying down her

own hand, ſhe takes up the Stock, deals herſelf

¹ In fact he would turn up Baſto ; and, having but three

trumps and no renounce, would of courſe ſurrender.

M
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four new cards, and waits to know what her

opponents will take.

Sir Anonym, having a miferable hand, will not

run the risk of fpoiling his friend's chance by

taking the firſt choice, and befides, defires to give

him the legitimate advantage of knowing that he

makes no pretenfions to beat the Ombre, between

whom and the Baron the conteft practically lies.

Sir Anonym, therefore, fays to the latter, Will

you take ?' The Baron bows, and difcards his

Clubs, Hearts, and the Seven of Diamonds, re-

ceiving four new ones from the Dealer. Five

then remain for Sir Anonym : What will he do

with them ? He cannot hope to win, for Belinda

muſt have a good hand, or fhe would not have

been Ombre ; the Baron must be prefumed to

have a fair hand, or he would not have accepted.

his offer to precede him in the Diſcard . The

chances are then that the five remaining in the

Stock would be worth, as an addition to his hand,

little or nothing. He might therefore, very pro-

perly, refufe to difcard at all, fearing left a too

kind fate might fend him Spadille and Manille,

or Spadille and a making king, and thus cauſe

him nolens volens to make two tricks, and enſure
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to the Ombre either victory over himſelf and the

Baron, or Codille at the hands of the latter (fee

p. 24) ; and had he taken this courſe there might

have been ſome hope of ſafety ; for Diamonds

might have been led, which would have brought

in one of his two trumps, and thus given the

fingle trick he defired . As the cards lie, Belinda

being eldeſt hand, this would not have happened ;

for fhe would not in any cafe lead a fmall Dia-

mond ; and, in fact, ſhe wiſely draws both his

trumps in the two firft tricks. But I will examine

later on (ſee p. 89) how this play would have

anſwered, had the Baron been eldeſt hand.

Sir Anonym, however, is an ' adventurous

knight,' and rafhly tries, having a renounce al-

ready in Diamonds, to clear his hand of Clubs,

and fo, having a renounce in that fuit alſo, to

give himſelf a better chance of winning the one

trick which it is his intereft to make. He dif-

cards, therefore, his three Clubs, aſking for three

new cards ; and exercifing (or not) his right of

turning up the remaining two, to gratify his own

curioſity and that of the other players, he places

them (the Ace of Diamonds and the Queen of

Clubs they turn out to be) face downwards on
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the pool-diſh, where already lie the eleven cards

before difcarded. In the lift of the Hands I have

italicized the rejected cards, and will do the fame

in the new lifts by thoſe taken in their ſtead.

BELINDA finds her hand, as recruited and re-

arranged, to conſiſt of

Spadille.

Two of Spades (Manille) .

Bafto.

King of Spades.

King ofClubs.

King
of Hearts.

Queen

}

of Diamonds.

Five

Four

an excellent hand, and giving promiſe of con-

quests yet to come.'

But the BARON's hand is alfo excellent, and he

fees already in his graſp the twenty points which

muſt be his if he can but give Codille to the

Skilful nymph,' befides the points which he may

claim for Honours, if, as feemslikely, from his

holding none himſelf, ſhe ſhould hold them all ,

and yet ſhould loſe the game.
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He holds

Queen

Knave

Seven

of Spades.-Five trumps out

of the eleven .

Five

Three

}

of Diamonds.

King

Queen

Knave

Ace of Hearts.

The hapless Sir ANONYM has taken the Four

of Hearts, the Knave of Clubs, and the Six of

Diamonds, ſpoiling his hopes of a Renounce.

His hand is

Six

of Spades.

Four

Knave of Clubs.

Knave

Two

Three
of Hearts.

Four

Six

Six ofDiamonds.
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The Trenches are now open, and the laſt

Parallel complete, and Belinda gives the order for

the advance.

'Now move to war her fable Matadores.'

Trick 1. She leads Spadille, Sir Anonym the

Four, and the Baron the Three, of Spades.

Trick 2. Belinda leads Manille, drawing Sir

Anonym's one remaining Trump, the Six,

and the Baron's Five.

Trick
3. Belinda plays Bafto, Sir Anonym any-

thing (his cards are all ' plebeian ' now), and

the Baron the Seven of Spades.

Trick 4. Belinda leads her laſt trump, the King

of Spades, and draws the Baron's Knave, and

Sir Anonym's Knave of Clubs.

Belinda muſt now be getting anxious : ſhe has

made her four certain tricks ; but to win the

game ſhe muſt either make another trick, or dex-

terouſly divide the five remaining tricks between

her opponents. Gladly would Sir Anonym help

her to do this laft, but he is powerlefs. The

Baron has the eleventh trump, and may take

whichever King fhe leads, and if he holds the
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King of Diamonds and no card of her remaining

King's fuit, her fate is ſealed .

Trick 5. She plays the King of Clubs, Sir Anonym

the Four of Hearts, and the Baron trium-

phantly, the Queen of Trumps.

Trick 6 is won by the Baron's King of Dia-

monds, Belinda following fuit.

Trick 7. By his Queen, Belinda playing the Five.

Trick 8. Dis Knave of Diamonds wins, Belinda

throwing away the Queen of Hearts.

6

No wonder now that the blood the virgin's

cheek forfakes !' The tricks are equally divided

between her and the Baron, and the ninth muſt

give the majority and the game to one or the

other. There is no hope even of Sir Anonym's

winning one and making a Puefta, if her own

card is not fuccefsful ; and if the Baron holds

another Diamond, as he well may, no ſkill can ſave

her from ruin and codille.' She has ſhown four

honours, and her lofs will be twenty-eight points.

But fortune favours the fair ; and now, in

Trick
9, the Baron plays the Heart, and Belinda's

King falling like thunder on the profrate

Ace,' gives her the game ; the five points of
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the pool are hers, and each player pays her

five points for the game, and four for honours ;

fo that her winnings are twenty-three in all.

Sir Anonym had had fufficient experience to

cauſe him to refrain from difcarding before his

ally the Baron (p . 82) , but the temptation oftrying

his luck with what was left in the ftock was too

ftrong for him. Let us fee what his cafe would

have been had he yielded to the ſtronger tempta-

tion of taking the diſcard in his turn, inſtead of

yielding it to the Baron, throwing away all his bad

cards while he could, for the chance of getting

better.

He would have difcarded, then, his Clubs and

Hearts, and remained only with the Six and Four

of Trumps, taking in but one more trump, the

Seven, the Queen, Knave, and Six of Diamonds,

the Ace and Four of Hearts, and the Knave of

Clubs ; a feeble hand, which itſelf can make no

reſiſtance to Belinda, and by foreftalling the Seven

of Trumps which would otherwife have fallen to

the Baron, makes his hand alfo hopeleſs.

But if Sir Anonym refifts temptation at both
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ſtages, we have ſeen the refult, Belinda being

Ombre and eldeft hand, on p. 83 : let us nowfee

what it would be under the circumſtances which

I will now ſuppoſe, viz. , Belinda being Ombre,

himſelf Dealer, and the Baron therefore having

the lead.

The hands would be-as well here as in the cafe

ſuppoſed on p. 83-for Belinda as on p. 84, for

the Baron as on p. 85, and for Sir Anonym that

originally dealt him (p. 79) .

If the Baron leads Trumps, either in the firſt or

ſecond trick, the game falls at once into Belinda's

hands, as in the Poem . But if he leads the King

of Diamonds, the tricks fall thus :-

1. The Baron leads the King of Diamonds, Be-

linda the Four, Sir Anonym trumps with the Six.

2. Sir Anonym Four ofTrumps, the Baron the

Five, Belinda the King.

3. Belinda Spadille, Sir Anonym the Knave

of Hearts, the Baron the Three of Trumps.

4. Belinda Manille, Sir Anonym the Seven of

Clubs, and the Baron the Seven ofTrumps.

5. Belinda Baſto, taking Sir Anonym's Two

of Hearts and the Baron's Knave of Trumps.

N
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And ſhe has the game in her hands ; for either the

next trick is

6. Belinda the King of Hearts ; fecuring the

game, or,

6. Belinda King of Clubs, the Baron Queen of

Trumps, and Sir Anonym the Six of Clubs.

7. The Baron's Queen of Diamonds takes the

trick, Belinda playing her Four of Diamonds, and

Sir Anonym the Five of Clubs.

8. The Baron leads the Knave of Diamonds,

Belinda plays her Queen of Hearts and Sir Anonym

his Three.

9. The Baron the Ace of Hearts, Belinda the

King, winning by Five to Four.

Or if Sir Anonym has permitted the Baron to

difcard first, and in this cafe, as in the cafe of

Belinda having the lead (p . 83) , cannot himſelf

refrain from difcarding, the only difference is , that

he trumps the Baron's Queen in the Second Trick,

inſtead of his King in the first ; but no material

difference takes place in the play.

Now let us fuppofe the Game to have been

taken up at a point where it is Belinda who deals,
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and not the Baron, the cards being dealt as on

p. 79. Sir Anonym then would be eldeft hand and

would have had the firſt ſay ; but his hand is hope-

leſs, even in Hearts, though he has already got his

fair ſhare of the twelve trumps in that ſuit, and

he therefore fays ' I pafs .'

The Baron's turn comes next ; but we ſhall fee

preſently (p. 95) what his fate would be if he

ſhould venture to play on his only good fuit, his

Spades ; fo we will now fuppofe that he ' paffes,'

that Belinda is Ombre as before, and that Sir

Anonym has the lead .

It is ſcarcely neceffary to report the tricks ; for

there could be no difference in the fortunes ofthe

game ; but the tricks would not have fallen in the

manner deſcribed in the Rape of the Lock.'

I ſaid above that Sir Anonym's hand was hope-

lefs, even in Hearts ; but in order to ſhow this,

let us again fuppofe that Belinda is dealer, and he

eldeft hand, and that, finding himſelf already pof-

ſeſſed of a fair ſhare of Hearts, he rafhly demands

to play. Neither of the other players feels in a

fufficiently ſecure pofition to diſpute his claim ,
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and therefore, naming Hearts as Trumps, the

adventurous Knight throws away his Spades and

his three cards in Clubs, and takes in exchange

the Seven of Spades, Bafto, and the Queen of

Trumps, and the Four and Five of Diamonds.

The Baron having but one ſmall trump offers the

difcard to Belinda, and fhe throwing away the

Two of Spades, the Three of Clubs, and the Two

and Three of Diamonds, takes in the Knave of

Clubs, the Queen and Knave of Diamonds, and

Punto. The Baron difcards his Clubs, the Seven

of Diamonds, and the Three of Spades, and takes

in the remaining four cards.

The hands then ftand thus :-

SIR ANONYM. Bafto, Queen, Knave, Two, Three,

Six, of Trumps.

Four and Five of Diamonds.

Seven of Spades.

That is to ſay, fix trumps out ofthe twelve, and

a renounce. A fplendid hand, and beyond what

he could have hoped.

THE BARON . Four and Five of Trumps.

Queen, Knave, and Five, of Spades.
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King, Six, and Ace, of Diamonds.

Queen of Clubs.

BELINDA. Spadille, Manille, Punto, King of

Trumps.

King of Spades.

King and Knave of Clubs.

Queen and Knave of Diamonds.

Being four Trumps, two other Kings, and a

protected Queen.

Sir Anonym is eldeſt hand, and leads, for

Trick 1. Bafto, the Baron following with the Five

of Trumps, and Belinda with Manille.

Trick 2. Belinda plays Spadille, Sir Anonym the

Six of Trumps, and the Baron the Four.

Trick 3. Belinda leads Punto, Sir Anonym plays

the Three of Trumps, and the Baron the Ace

of Diamonds.

Trick 4. Belinda leads the King of Trumps, Sir

Anonym follows with the Two, and the

Baron plays the Knave of Spades.

Trick 5. Belinda has now four tricks, and leads the

King of Clubs ; Sir Anonym trumps with

the Knave, and the Baron plays the Queen

of Clubs.
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Trick 6 is taken by Sir Anonym with the Queen

of Trumps, Belinda playing the Knave of

Clubs, and the Baron the Six of Diamonds.

Trick 7. He leads the Four of Diamonds, the

Baron the King, and Belinda the Knave of

the fame fuit.

Trick 8. The Baron leads the Queen of Spades,

and Belinda takes it with the King, winning

her fifth trick, and giving Codille to Sir

Anonym, who plays the Seven.

Or fuppofing Sir Anonym to lead off his loweſt

trump, ſo as to draw the King, and perhaps a

ftronger card as well, and fo improve the pofition

of his fuperior Trumps, the cards would fall

probably thus :

Trick 1. Sir Anonym leads the Six of Trumps,

the Baron taking it with the Five , and

Belinda winning with the King.

Trick 2. Belinda plays Spadille, the Baron the

Four, and Sir Anonym the Three, of

Trumps.

Trick 3. Belinda leads the Knave of Diamonds,
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Trick

the Baron fecures his one trick with the

King, Sir Anonym playing the Five.

4. The Baron leads the Queen of Clubs,

Sir Anonym trumps with the Knave, and

Belinda follows fuit with her Knave.

Trick 5. Sir Anonym plays the Two of Trumps,

Belinda Punto, and the Baron the Ace of

Diamonds.

Trick 6. Belinda leads her King of Spades, the

Baron and Sir Anonym following ſuit with

the Knave and Seven.

Trick 7. Belinda wins with Manille.

Had Belinda led the King of Clubs, Trick 6

would have been won by Sir Anonym with the

Queen of Trumps, and whether he leads a Dia-

mond or Bafto he muſt loſe the two next tricks

to her.

To carry the game out completely, we ought

to examine what would be the reſult if in Be-

linda's Deal, Sir Anonym having ' paffed,' the

BARON, rejoicing in his hand of Spades, ſhould

venture to play on that ſuit.
He has but four to
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diſcard, and can ſcarcely hope to add more than

one trump to his hand, and his chances of that

one being a Matadore are very feeble.

We know indeed that he will get a Matadore,

and his hand will be-

Bafto, Queen, Knave, Five, Three, of Trumps.

King, Four, Five, of Diamonds.

Queen of Hearts.

An excellent hand, fhowing five trumps out of

eleven, a King and a renounce.

Belinda difcards the Three of Clubs, the Seven

of Hearts, and her two Diamonds ; and remains,

after taking in her four new cards, with

Spadille, Manille, King, Seven of Trumps.

The King of Clubs.

The King and Ace of Hearts.

The Queen and Knave of Diamonds.

Four trumps, two Kings, and a protected

Queen.

Sir Anonym fhould remain as he is ; but if he

changes at all he would throw away his Clubs or

Hearts. In either cafe he would ſpoil his re-

nounce. But let him play without change, and

the tricks would fall as follows :-
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Trick 1. Sir Anonym the Seven of Clubs, the

Baron trumps with the Three, and Belinda

follows fuit with the King.

Trick 2. The Baron the King of Diamonds, Be-

linda the Knave, and Sir Anonym trumps

with the Six.

Trick 3.
Sir Anonym the Six of Hearts, the

Baron the Queen, and Belinda the King.

Trick 4. Belinda Spadille, Sir Anonym and the

Baron the Four and Five of Trumps.

Trick 5. Belinda Manille, Sir Anonym any-

thing, and the Baron the Knave of Trumps.

Belinda now knows how the Trumps lie. She

has King and Seven, and the Baron Baſto and

Queen. He will doubtlefs win two tricks ; but

ſhe has already three to his one, and can fcarcely

fail to give him Codille . She has little fear that

he can himſelf win, for as ſhe has the beft dia-

mond ſhe can enfure a fourth trick.

But he may hold cards which, if the plays ill,

may poffibly give him the game, and eafily fave

his Codille. He must hold either two Diamonds,

a Heart and a Diamond, or two Hearts.
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Suppofing him to hold the Knave of Hearts,

then, if, in the fecond cafe, fhe leads Trumps or

Hearts, a Puefta follows. And, in the third caſe,

whatever ſhe leads, fhe cannot win, and may fail

to make a Puefta.

We know that he does not hold the Knave, but

ſhe has no fuch knowledge, and it behoves her

therefore to be careful.

As the cards lie fhe would be fafe in leading

Trumps ; for though the Baron would win the

firſt two tricks, ſhe would win the two laft, and

the Game.

But if he ſhould hold the Knave of Hearts and

a fmall one of the fame fuit, he could win the

Game by drawing the laſt Trump and leading

his Knave. Therefore, of neceffity, in

Trick 6. Belinda leads the Queen of Diamonds

and wins her fourth trick.

Trick
7. A lead of Trumps would make a Pueſta

certain ; fo fhe leads the Ace of Hearts and

lofes it to the Baron's Trump ; but as the

has now two Trumps to his one ſhe muſt

win one more trick, and the Game.
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Sir Anonym's more natural game would have

been to lead the Knave of Hearts in Trick 3,

becauſe by keeping it back there might have

been the risk of his winning a ſecond trick, and

fo making it inevitable that either the Baron

ſhould win, or that Belinda fhould give him

Codille.

But had he led the Knave in that Trick, the

other cards would have fallen as follows :-

Trick 3. Sir Anonym the Knave, the Baron the

King, and Belinda the Queen of Hearts.

Trick 4. Belinda Spadille, drawing the Four and

Five of Trumps.

Trick 5. Belinda Manille, Sir Anonym anything,

and the Baron the Knave of Trumps.

And whatever Belinda leads for Trick 6 fhe

muſt give him Codille ; for even if, inſtead of

leading the Queen ofDiamonds, ſhe leads Trumps,

and thus lofes both King and Seven, yet the

Baron muſt lead a Diamond, and fo bring in her

Queen of Diamonds and Ace of Hearts.

Or if the leads her Ace, fhe forces him to

trump and thus anſwers the command.

M
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Or had he opened with the Knave, the tricks

would have been :-

Trick 1. Sir Anonym the Knave of Hearts, the

Baron the Queen, and Belinda the King.

Trick 2. Belinda Spadille, the Baron and Sir

Anonym the Three and Four of Trumps.

3. Belinda the King of Clubs, Sir Anonym

the Five, and the Baron wins with the Five

ofTrumps.

Trick

Trick 4. The Baron plays the King of Diamonds,

Belinda follows fuit with the Six, and Sir

Anonym trumps.

Trick 5. Sir Anonym the Two of Hearts, the

Baron the Knave of Trumps, Belinda the

Ace of Hearts.

Trick 6. The Baron Bafto, Belinda Manille, Sir

Anonym anything.

Trick 7. Belinda draws the Baron's remaining

Trump with her King, and wins with the

Seven.

Had Sir Anonym difcarded, and fo had no

renounce,

Trick 2 would have been won by the Baron,
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who, if he leads his Queen of Hearts, lofes

it to Belinda's King, and the other Tricks

fall as before.

Or if the Baron leads off Trick 3 with Baſto,

Belinda takes it with Spadille, and the next three

tricks with Manille and King, and the King of

Hearts, lofes Trick 7 as before, and wins Trick 8,

and the Game.

Belinda then ſhould win in any caſe ; but if

her hand is fo good that ſhe cannot fail of the

game, ought he not to confider whether ſhe

might play Solo, and fo win 16 points more ?

Prudence would counſel moderation ; for if 5 or

6 of the 8 remaining trumps fhould be in one

hand the tug of war would be ſevere.

But if, as on p. 90, ſhe herſelf were the dealer,

and Sir Anonym ſhould ' pafs ; ' or if he were the

dealer, and in either cafe the Baron fhould ' play '

(p. 94), the might chooſe, or think herſelf driven,

to'play more .'

If ſhe did not, we have ſeen the courſe of the

game on p. 95. If fhe did, fhe would not ven-

ture to play Voltereta, for her Diamonds are too
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weak, though in fact he would draw Bafto, and

have a good trump hand.

But SOLO, though a riſk, would not be hope-

lefs, and might be ventured : Her hand would

then remain as on p. 79.

Sir Anonym would difcard all but his two

trumps, and would hold,

Bafto, Seven, Six, Four of Trumps.

Queen, Knave, Four, Five of Diamonds.

Queen of Hearts .

The Baron difcards his Clubs, Hearts, and

Seven of Diamonds as on p. 82, and his

hand is, 1

Queen, Knave, Five, Three, of Trumps.

King and Six of Diamonds.

Ace and Four of Hearts.

Knave of Clubs.

Suppofing, then, the Baron to have been dealer,

and Belinda, therefore, eldeft hand, the tricks

would fall

Trick 1. Belinda, the King of Clubs, Sir Anonym

the Four ofTrumps. The Baron the Knave

of Clubs.
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Trick 2. Sir Anonym the Queen of Diamonds.

The Baton the King. Belinda the Three.

Trick 3. The Baron the Queen ofTrumps. Be-

linda Manille. Sir Anonym the Six.

Trick 4. Belinda the King of Hearts.
Sir

Anonym the Queen. The Baron the Four.

Trick 5. Belinda leads the Three of Clubs, Sir

Anonym plays the Seven of Trumps, and

the Baron the Knave.

Trick 6. The Baron the Ace of Hearts, Belinda

follows fuit with the Seven, and Sir Anonym

takes the trick with Bafto.

Trick 7. Sir Anonym plays the Knave of Dia-

monds, the Baron the Six and Belinda the

Two.

Trick 8. Sir Anonym the Four of Diamonds.

The Baron the Five ofTrumps, and Belinda

the King.

Trick 9. Belinda wins with Spadille.

The Baron might have varied the game, but

without changing its fortune.

Trick 5. Belinda leading the Three of Clubs, to

which Sir Anonym would play the Seven
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of Trumps, and the Baron the Ace of

Hearts.

Trick 6. Sir Anonym the Knave of Diamonds.

The Baron the Six, and Belinda the Two.

Trick 7.
Sir Anonym led the Four of Diamonds,

the Baron trumps with the Five, and Be-

linda with the King.

Trick 8. Belinda Spadille, Sir Anonym Bafto,

and the Baron follows fuit with the Three.

Then the Knave of Trumps being in the

Baron's hand,

Trick 9 muft fall to him, and not as a Fourth Trick

to Sir Anonym, ſo that Belinda wins by

Four, Three, and Two.

Ifſhe had played her Seven of Hearts in

Trick 8. Sir Anonym would have won his Fourth

Trick with Baſto, and in

Trick 9. Spadille would have only faved Belinda

from Codille, but left her liable to the Pool

in the amount of 20 points for Pueſta, and

to the Baron and Sir Anonym in 16 points

apiece for Solo.

Had Belinda been the Dealer (p. 101 ), Sir
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Anonym would probably have led his Queen of

Diamonds as in Trick 2, on p. 103 ; and Trick 1

on page 102 would have become Trick 3.

Or had Sir Anonym been Dealer, the Baron's

moſt probable lead would have been his King of

Diamonds, Sir Anonym getting rid of his Queen.

The Baron's fecond lead would be the Queen of

Trumps,lofing it to Belinda's Manille ; and Trick

I of p. 102 would have been Trick 3 , as before.

In either caſe the remaining Tricks would fall as

on page 103.

Sir Anonym would be moſt unlikely to permit

the Baron to go first to the Diſcard, and there is

no reaſon why he ſhould do it in a Solo Game; but

if with unwonted modeſty he ſhould think well fo

to do, he makes but one Trick himſelf, and is re-

warded by the defeat of Belinda, who, however well

ſhe plays, ends the game by paying a Pueſta.

The Baron takes the Four firſt from the Stock,

and Sir Anonym the Seven next ; and the Hands

are as follows :

Sir Anonym.

Seven, Six, and Four of Trumps.

Р
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The Knave of Clubs.

The Queen, Knave, and Six of Diamonds.

Ace and Four of Hearts .

The Baron .

Baſto, Queen, Knave, Five, Three of Trumps.

King, Four, Five of Diamonds.

Queen of Hearts.

The Tricks would probably fall thus :

Trick 1. Belinda might lead the King of Clubs,

Sir Anonym would follow with the Knave,

and the Baron trumps with the Three.

Trick 2. The Baron plays the Queen of Trumps,

Belinda Manille, and Sir Anonym the

Four.

Trick 3. Belinda's King of Hearts takes Sir

Anonym's Four and the Baron's Queen.

Trick

Trick

4. She plays the Three of Clubs, Sir

Anonym throws away the Six of Diamonds,

and the Baron trumps with the Five.

5. The Baron wins with the King of Dia-

monds, Belinda and Sir Anonym playing the

Three and Knave.

Trick 6. The Baron leads the Knave of Trumps,
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Belinda the King, and Sir Anonym the

Six.

Trick 7. Belinda plays the Two of Diamonds, Sir

Anonym the Queen, and the Baron the Five.

Trick 8. Sir Anonym's Ace of Hearts and Be-

linda's Seven fall to the Baron's Baſto ; and

Trick 9 is Belinda's fourth, the two remaining

cards falling victims to her Spadille. But

the Baron has four tricks alfo, and Belinda's

game is loft.

The Game has now, I think, been thoroughly

played out, and the conclufion is that under any

circumſtances, and with moderately good play,

Belinda cannot but win.

I have now faid all my fay about Ombre; and

Crabbe's Dolly Murrey ſhall finiſh the chapter :

'A vole ! a vole ! fhe cried, ' tis fairly won,

My game is ended, and my work is done.'



APPENDIX.

RULES IN GREATER DETAIL,

i.e., Laws and Penalties of the Game, collected from the old French

and English books on the fubject, and from the modern Spaniſh

books.

We have ſtrict ſtatutes and moſt biting laws.

SHAKESPEARE, Meafurefor Meafure, A&t i. Sc. 4.

I.

F any Player have less than eight cards

dealt to him, or more than ten, the hand

is null, and the dealer deals again.

II. If any Player (not being the Dealer)

have but eight cards dealt to him, he may annul

the hand by at once calling attention to it, elfe not ;

and if not, he must take the top card from the

'Stock.'

If it be the Dealer himſelf who has only eight

cards, he may not replace the miffing card
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from the Stock, but muſt make his numbers

good when it comes to his turn to diſcard.

III. If any Player (not being the Dealer) have ten cards

dealt him, but not more, he may 'play,' mentioning

the fact, and rectifying the error when he comes to

diſcard. He may not, however, play Solo.

If he do not mention it before ' playing ' or

paffing,' he plays a fimple Pueſta, or Beſte.

If he plays his hand, having more than ten cards

in it, the hand is null, and he pays the Pueſta

of the Pool, whatever it be.

NOTE. A fimple Puefta is Twenty points.¹

The Puefta of the Pool is Fifteen plus the

number of points in the Pool.

IV. If it be the Dealer himſelf who has ten cards, he

cannot be the Ombre ; but if either of the others

become Ombre, he will draw one card from the

Dealer's hand, and ſhuffle it with the Stock before

diſcarding.

V. If it be found that there is a card fhort in the Pack,

and the Dealer do not diſcover it before the Players

declare their game, he, or whoever firft dealt that

Pack, fhall pay a Puefta.

VI. If the Dealer give himſelf more than nine cards, he

fhall pay the Puefta of the Pool whatever it be (i.e. ,

twenty points at the leaft), unleſs he mention it be-

' Or Twenty-five if there be four Players.

2 Or Twenty if there be four Players.
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fore he ſees his cards, in which caſe he has only to

he may
pay a fimple Pueſta, however many have.

But if he do not mention it, he pays a fimple Puefta

in addition, for every card above ten.

VII. If the Dealer give any one more than nine cards

and do not rectify it on the inftant, before continu-

ing the Deal, he must pay a fimple Pueſta.

VIII. If any one in dealing fhall face a Matadore, or a

King, or any two other cards, he must pay a fimple

Puefta and deal again.

IX. If there ſhould be a faced card in the Stock, and it

be perceived before any one has declared to Pafs or

Play, there muſt be a new Deal ; but if it be not

perceived till later, the hand may be played, but

the Dealer cannot be Ombre.

X. If any one deal out of his turn, and diſcover his error

before the cards have been ſeen, he loſes the five

points which he has put into the Pool, and the

right Dealer proceeds. But if the cards have been

ſeen, the hand has to be played, but he who has

dealt cannot be Ombre.

XI. If after the Diſcard, but before the firft trick be

played, any one be found to have too few cards,

the Dealer (or the eldeft hand if it be the Dealer

who is fhort) muft take at randomfrom the Diſcard

and ſupply the deficiency.¹

1 According to the rules of the Académie des Jeux, the player

whoſe cards are too few pays a Puefta.
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XII. If any one win the game, having more than nine

cards, he gains nothing ; but if he loſe it he pays

an additional Puefta.

XIII. Ifthe Ombre takes up his ' Rentrée ' before nam-

ing the Trump, either of the adverfaries, if they

obferve it and ſpeak before he does, may name the

Trump (the right-hand Adverſary having the pre-

ference if both ſpeak at once), but the Ombre may

in that cafe reform his Difcard, if he has not mixed

his rentrée with his hand.

C

XIV. If the Ombre names a wrong Suit as trump, by

miſtake, he may rectify it at any time before taking

up the Stock to take out his Rentrée,' but if he

does notfind out his miſtake before taking the Stock

into his hands, he must play on the fuit he firft

named ; but he may then rectify his diſcard, taking

back from it any cards he chooſes.¹

XV. If it be Solo that he is playing, he cannot rectify

his miſtake after either of the Adverfaries has taken

in his rentrée.

XVI. In any cafe of error he may furrender if he pleaſes,

paying the preſcribed penalty.

XVII. If any one has once faid ' I pafs,' or ' I play,' he

cannot alter it, nor can he elect to play a different

game (fuch as Voltereta or Solo) except as outbid-

ding others.

1 According to fome players, he ſhould at any time be permitted to

correct an error in the name of the Suit.
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XVIII. Ifany one takes by miſtake another's cards after

feeing fix of his own, he pays the Puefta, whatever

it be; but if he has feen but three of his own, only

a fimple Pueſta.

NOTE. This rule is neceffary, becauſe the Players

are permitted to take up and fort their cards.

while they are being dealt.

XIX. Any Player may aſk what is led, and may, before

the trick is turned, require the others to draw their

cards. He may alſo at any time in the game, but

only when he is about to play, examine any trick,

turned or not.

XX. If either of the Adverfaries lead out of his turn he

pays a fimple Puefta, but the trick is good if all the

cards be played ; if only two be played, then at the

option ofthe Ombre ; ifbut one, the trick muft be

withdrawn.

XXI. If the Ombre lead out of his turn , he pays no-

thing, but muſt withdraw his card, if it be the only

one played : but if two or all have been played, the

others will decide whether the trick fhall hold good.

But if the trick be turned, and the firſt card of the

next played, before the error is diſcovered, it must

hold good, and the Ombre pays a ſimple Pueſta.

XXII. If a trick bewon by Spadille, and any Player not

the winner take it up, he pays as for a Revoke ;

but unleſs the ſucceeding trick be not turned, the

trick cannot be reſtored.
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XXIII. If any one let fall a card by accident, and it be

faced, or if he play a card in error, the card muſt

remain as played, unleſs it be a Revoke, in which

caſe it may be remedied before the trick is turned,

and the firft card of the next trick played. If two

be let fall, and both be visible, the loweſt in pofition

is to be played.

XXIV. If either of the Adverfaries by word or gefture

or look let his friend know what card or cards he

has, he ſhall pay a fimple Puefta for each card

fhown, or for each offence.

XXV. If the Ombre looks again at his Diſcard after

having taken in his ' Rentrée,' he cannot win the

Vole.

LAWS OF THE REVOKE.

XXVI. The Penalty for a Revoke is the Puefta, what-

ever it may be ; that is to fay, in the firft game it

might be 20 or 25 points, according to the number

ofplayers.

XXVII. The Penalty is due as foon as the Revoke is

diſcovered, and confequently, as many Penalties

may be paid as there are Revokes in a hand, but if

the Revokes are only detected at the end of the

hand, but one Penalty can be demanded from a

player, however many he may have made.
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XXVIII. A Revoke may be rectified till the third trick

is turned after that in which it was made, but not

later. The Ombre (unleſs he be the culprit, and

in that cafe his right-hand Adverfary) is then to

direct him who made the Revoke what card he is

to play to the lead.

XXIX. Ifthe Ombre win a game by a Revoke he gains

nothing, and ifhe be beſted, his Pueſta is ſeparated

or reſerved from that which he pays as his Penalty.

If he be given Codille he pays the winner his

Penalty, and the extras.

XXX. If either Adverfary win by a Revoke or after

making a Revoke he gains nothing, and pays his

Puefta, the Ombre likewife paying as if he had been

beſted.

XXXI. If the Ombre have furrendered, and yet by a

Revoke gives Codille to the Defender, he gains no-

thing, but pays the Defender Codille to the Pool

as well as his own Puefta.

XXXII. If the Defender ſhould, by revoking, give Co-

dille to the Ombre, he gains nothing, but

Penalty for himſelf and alſo for the other.

pay
s
the

If after revoking the Defender is beſted, he pays

his own Puefta and that of the Ombre, as well

as the Penalty.

If the Ombre give him Codille he pays him

accordingly, and alſo his own Penalty.

But if the third player give him Codille, he pays
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him of courſe, and pays alfo the Ombre's

Pueſta and his own Penalty for his Revoke.

XXXIII. If in a cafe of Surrender, the third player

(not the Defender) revoke and give Codille, he

pays his own Penalty, and the Puefta of him who

furrendered, gaining nothing himſelf.

If, notwithſtanding the Revoke of the third

player, the Ombre, or Defender, give Codille

one to the other, the third player pays it, and

alſo his own Penalty. If they be beſted neither

of them pays if the third player has revoked,

but he pays a Pueſta and his own Penalty.

XXXIV. If the Ombre revoke, and win the Vole, he

pays it as if it had been barred, receiving no Extras,

and paying alſo his Penalty.

If the Vole be gained by the Revoke he pays

each player the Extras as well.

XXXV. If either of the Adverſaries revoke, and bar

the Vole thereby, he pays his Penalty, and alſo the

thirty points of the Vole not only for himſelf but

for his friend.

But if the barring ofthe Vole was not cauſed by

the Revoke, the only effect is that he who

revoked pays his Penalty and receives nothing

from the Ombre.

XXXVI. If a hand is for any reafon annulled, any re-

vokewhich mayhave been made in the courſe of it

counts for nothing.
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XXXVII. If the fame player make more than one Re-

voke in the fame hand, he fhall pay for each, after

the firſt, only a fimple Puefta.

XXXVIII. Iftwo players revoke, the firſt pays, befides

the Puefta, the Extras there may be ; and the fe-

cond only the Pueſta.

In this cafe the two Pueftas go together, but

ordinarily thoſe which arife from Penalties are

to be referved.
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INDEX.

CADEMIE des

Jeux, 2, 40, 49,

109.

Air (Le bon), 50.

Alcalde, 17.

Afk leave (To), 19.

Baron (The),

(In Belinda's Game) Dealer,

79.

Difcards firft, 96, 105.

Difcards fecond, 82, 102.

Difcards last, 92, 102.

Eldeft hand, 89, 105.

Ombre, 95.

Refufes difcard, 92.

Barrington, 3.

Bafte, 27.

Bafted, 27.

Bafto, 12-16.

Baftos, II.

Beaft (The), I.

Beafte, 27.

Beafted, 27

Belinda's Game, 71.

She is dealer, 79, 90, 91 , 95,

IOI , 104.

She difcards firft, 81 .

She difcards fecond, 92, 96.

She is eldeſt hand, 80, 102.

She is Ombre, 80, 101.

She plays Solo, 101 .

Befte, 27.

Befted, 27.

Bête, 27.

Bohn, 3.

Caballo, 11, 12.

Calidades, 35.

Cards (Pack uſed at Ombre), 7.

Cards (Order of) , 10-15.

Cards (Courſe of), 18.
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Cards (Faced) , 54, 55 , 110.

Caftilla (Prefident) , 10.

Catherine of Braganza, 3.

Cawthorne, 53.

Diſcord, 50.

Dorfet, Lord, 7.

Dulces, 35.

Ecarté, 2 .

Efpada, 12.Cent, 8.

Charivary, 50.

Chicorée ( La), 51 .

Espadas, II.

Efpadilla, 12.

Cibber, 7, 30. Eftrapade (L') , 51 .

Codille, 26, 28, 31 , 56, 114, Estuches, 14, 35.

115.
Extras, 35.

Comet (The), 1 . Fanatiques (Les), 50.

Compleat Gamefter, 4, 17, 48, Favor, 21 , 45.

78. Five-cards, 5.

Condiciones, 35-

Confites, 35.

Confolation, 49.

Contentement. See Parfait.

Copas, 10.

Counters, 8.

Court Cards, 72 .

Court Gamefter, 4, 5.

Cuckoo (The) , I.

Cutting, 19, 79.

Deal (The), 18 , 19 , 53 , 108-111.

Dealer, 17 , 19 , 53 , 108-110 .

Defence, 32, 38 , 114.

Defenfa, 32.

Degouft, 51.

Devole, 51.

Diſcard, 22, 25, 36, 38 , 77, 81-

83, 88, 90, 92,96, 100 , 101 ,

105 , 110 , III .

French-Ruff, 5.

Games (Specimens of) , 62,

78.

Gano, 51.

Gafcarille, 50.

Godolphin (Mrs. ) , 9.

Gryll Grange, 75.

Guinguette, 50.

Hands (Specimens of) , 7, 58.

Hands dealt in Belinda's Game,

79.

Hands reformed in Belinda's

Game, 84, 85, 92, 93, 96,

102 , 105 .

Hazards, 49.

Hombre, 4, 20.

Honours, 14, 15, 30, 35, 41 , 43,

45.

Hoyle, 3.

>
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Jeu de l'Ombre, 48.

Juego! 19.

Lead (The), 55, 112.

Lottery, I.

Malilla, 13.

Manille, 1 , 5, 13.

Mano, 19.

Matadores, 13, 14-17, 35.

Mediator, 5.

Mille, 8.

Mirliro, 50.

Mifdeal, 53, 108-111.

Monte, 18.

Ombre (The), 4, 14, 20-25.

Ombre (Two-handed), 78.

Ombre in Pope's Rape of the

119

Players (2nd and 3rd) allies, 23-

25.

Points, 19, 30-46.

Ponto, 13.

Pool-diſh, 9, 19, 22, 84.

Pope, vii., viii., 3, 72-77.

Preference, 45.

Precedence of Games, 21 , 46.

Pretintailles, 51.

Primeras, 35, 39, 41-43, 45.

Primero, 5.

Prior, 17. +

Puefta, 27, 28, 31-35, 55, 56,

109-116.

Pueſta (reſerved), 34.

H

Lock,' 72.

Oros, 10.

Parfait Contentement, 50.

Partie quarrée des Dames du

temps, 51.

Pafo! 19.

Pafs ! 19.

Paffing
recommended, 20.

Payments, 30.

Peacock, 75 .

Pique-Medrille, 1 , 5.

Piquet, 2 .

Play ! 19.

Play (Courſe of), 18.

Players (Number of), 17, 31 ,

109.

Punto, 13.

Quadrille, 2-5, 13, 48, 53, 75,

76.

Quintille, 1 , 5, 48.

Rabelais, 39.

Remife, 27.

Rentrée, 23, 37, III , 113.

Repueste, 27.

Revoke, 55, 112.

Rifpofte, 27.

Robo, 23, 37.

Rocambor, 5.

Rules, 53, 108.

Sacada, 27, 29-31.

Sans prendre, 30, 38.

Seymour, 6, 8, 17, 48, 52, 76.

Shuffling, 18, 79.
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Simple Game, 22, 58, 67.

Sir Anonym

Surrender, 32, 33, 38, III , 114,

115.

(InBelinda's Game) is Dealer, Table, 8 .

89, 101, 105.

Difcards first, 92, 101.

Difcards fecond, 88 , 104.

Difcards laft, 83, 96, 104.

Is eldeſt hand, 90, 91, 105.

Is Ombre, 91.

Refufes diſcard, 82, 83, 89 .

Solo, 19, 21 , 22 , 36, 38-41 , 45,

53, 60-66, 109, III.

Sorting, 19, 22.

Sota, II , 12.

Southey, I.

Spadille, 1 , 12 , 13, 76, 112.

(forced), 50.99

Stakes, 9.

Stock, 18, 19, 20, 22, 25, 77,

78.

Stock in Belinda's Game, 80.

Thackeray, I.

Tontine, I.

Tredrille, 5, 75, 76, 78.

Trefillo, 4.

Tricks, 23-29.

Triomphante (La), 51.

Trumps, 12-16, 22, 37 , 111 .

Vanbrugh, 7, 30.

Vole, 23, 30, 36, 39-45, 56,

113, 115.

Vole (barred), 40, 44, 115.

Voltereta, 21 , 32, 36-38, 40, 42,

43, 45, 59, III.

Waller, 3.

Whim, 38 .

Whift, 2, 12, 18, 26, 56 .

Yeux de ma grandmère (Les), 51 .

Zángano, 17.
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